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.Young Wild West and tbe Ten cowpunchers
OR BESTING A BAD BUNCH
By .A:N OLD 3COUT

CHAPTER !.-Forcing an Apology.

yet," Wild retorted, still smiling. " If you give
me time enough I'll be .a man, maybe."
"Fancy lookin' clothes you're all wearin', too.•
Young Wild West and the friends who traveled
"Think so? Well, there's nothing like wearinc
with him on his horseback trip through the wildest parts of the region known as the Wild West,_ good clothes when you can afford to do .-so."
"Mighty fine horses, too, you're ridin'."
rode into a small town that contained about a
"Yes. I reckon you'll have to go a long disdozen shanties and a small 'railroad station one
day at noon. It was in mid-winter, bu~ the pla<:e tance to find any better ones."
"Want to sell that •sorrel? I've got ·a bout two
being in the southern part of New Mex.ico, the air
was balmy and the sun rather hot.. · It was the hundred dollars saved up, an' I wouldn't mincl
_,,
first time any of them had ever been to this part partin' with it."
"No, I've no idea of selling Spitfire. He just
of New Mexico, though they had several times
crossed it either further to the north or to the suits me, and I am going to stick to him as long
.
south. The little railroad station was situated on_ as he's able to do his work."
"Oh, you're callin' him Spitfire, eh? What do
the main line that ran through to California, but
it was not very often that a passenger train you think of that, boys?" and the cow-puncher
stopped there. However, it seemed to be quite a turned and nodded to several others who seemed
.
centre, for the store and hotel had all the appear- to be his companions.
The whistle of a locomotive sounded just then.
ance of doing a good business. It happened that
a local train was nearly due, and that as many so the attention of all bands was turned down the
as a score of men were gathered at the station railroad track.
"Well, little girl," Young Wild West said, turnwhen our friends rode up and came to a halt.
Their picturesque appearance, and the dashing ing t o his golden-haired sweetheart, Arietta Murway they had about them, always attracted atten- dock, who was mounted on her cream-white brontion, and it certainly was so in this • case. The cho, Snowflake, "I reckon we may as well discrowd left the 12latform at ·once, and soon the mount and take in the arrival of the train. It
party was surrounded by the curious ones. Young isn't very often we have the chan.ce, since we
Wild West sat on the back of his sorrel stallioJ,j., generally manage to keep quite a distance from a
Spitfire, his long chestnut hair hanging over his railroad track in our travels."
"That's right, Wild," the girl answered, and
~boulders and his sombrero tipped well back on
bis head, smiling at them -until one of them called, then she quickly dismounted and led her horse to
an open spot a short distance away.
out:
Young Wild West followed her example, and
"Hello, strangers!"
then Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and his wife,
"Hello!" he answered. "What place is this?"
"Decker's Flat is the right name for ther place. Anna, rode over and dismounted. They were folBut ther railroad people calls the stiltion Green lowed quickly by Jim Dart, a boy about the same
age as our hero, and his S}Veetheart, E loise GardJunction."
"ls that so? Well, there isn't much in a name, ner. Two Chinamfil). who were with the party
had halted a short distance away, and when they
anyhow." .
"Of course there ain't," a cowboy spoke u:p. saw the rest going over to the open spot they
"What difference does it · make if they call it promptly rode forward, leading a couple of wellGreen Junction or Black Junction? But say, loaded pack-horses behind them. The two China}'OUng feller, you sorter seem to be the leader o'f.
men were brothe!s named Hop Wah and Wing
the crowd you're with."
Wah, and -were hired as handy man and cook by
"Do I?" and the boy laughed lightly as he Young Wild West and his "friends.
looked around at his ' o partners ~nd the girls,
It is not necessary to give any f urther descrip·
who had halted close t o him.
tion of the members of the party, since so niucll
"Nothin' but a kid, too," the cow-puncher went has been written about t hem -that they surely
,,.- . 11omewbat sneeringly.
must be well known t<r about all those wbo are
"l can't ae1p it if I'm not old enough to vote . f ond of .}'eadine: stories of t he West. The move-
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mc:nts of our friends were watched by the crowd
alternately, for they had to keep an eye on the
approaching ,train as well. The train proved to
be a freight, and when it drew up- to the station
and came to a standstill, our friends crowded on
the platform with the others and took a survey
of the scene.
A little further down the track just on the outskirts of the collection of shanties was a siding
with a long run, and as our friends caught sight
of it they knew right away that it was where
cattle were driven into the cars. There was about
fifty or sixty steers waiting there now in charge
of them, who seemed to be paying more attentiou
to the train than they did to the cattle. The tank
of the locomotive was to be fl.lied with water, and
a s the big heavy pipe swung around and was
fittPd into the opening that wa s there foi· it, the
engineer left the cab and proceeded to look after
the machinery of the big engine he was in charge
of. The brakemen left the cars, too, and some of
them were soon sePn sneaking over toward the
shanty hotel. The b:,11; <'ow-puncher who had been
talking to Young Wil d iVest asked the conductor
how long it w_ould be before· the train would pull
,over to the ca ttle run. and when Im was informed
that it would be fully ten minute:,;, he turned to
his ·followers, and culled out:
_
"Come on, boys. We've got time to liquor up
afore we load the cattle."
They all started down the platform, pushing
aside those who happened to be in their way. The
big fellow, who seemed to be the leader, took particular pains to jostle Wild, and as the boy was
forced back he reached out and chucked Arietta
unaer the chin, saying as he did so:
"Mighty fine gal, you are. But you're rather
too young. Maybe I'll meet you ag'in when you
have growed up."
He uttered a hoarse laugh, which was joined in
by ~ome of the cow-1rnnchers ·who had witnessed
it; and then hurried along the platform. Wild
had seen what he did, of course, and, turning to
his sweetheart, he said:
"You just stay here a minute. I want to· speak
to that fellow.''
The girl knew exactly what would . happen.
While the young deadshot, as he was called because he had won the .title of Champion Deadshot
of the West, did not appear to be the least angry,
she knew perfectly we]] that he would thrash the
big cow-puncher before he got through with him.
Charlie and Jim saw him has'tening after the cowpuncher, and they both followed. There were just
eight in the bunch, and they were talking and
laughing as they mo¥ed on toward the shanty
saloon, for it could scarcely be called a hotel.
'.'Say, there!" Wild called out, as he ran up to
the leader, "I reckon you owe an apology to the
young lady you were so fresh with Just now."
"What's that, kid!" the fellow exclaimed, as he
stopped still in · his tracks and looked at the boy
in surprise. "Apologize! What do you mean by 1
that?" ·
"That's all right. Don't show your ignorance.
You jostled me on the platform and then you in~ulted the girl who was standing at my side. I
want you to apologize to her."
.
·,1•you, want me to . apologize. Hear that, boys?
The kid says.that Big Ted, the boss cow-p:i,mc)-ier,
has iot -to apofo¥ize to that· chit of a &irl -with

the doll face an' yaller hair. Well, that jest beats
me. Ha, ha, ha!"
.
He let out a roar of what appeared to be genuine mirth. This somewhat angered the ever cool
boy deadshot, and as quick as a flash he reached
out, and, seizing him by the collar of his shirt,
gave h,im ~ jerk toward him.
•
"Don't think you can make fun of me!" he exclaimed, his eyes flashing. "I told you that I
wanted you to apologize to the girl, and I meant
it. Now then, if you don't do it willingly, I'll
make you do it, anyhow."
"Git back thei·e, you measly coyotes!" Cheyenne Charlie called out sharply, as the cowpunchers. made a move to surround the young
deadshot. There was a steely glitter in the eye
of the scout, and a gun in his hand as the words
left his lips.
"Ha!" exclaimed one of them. "Lookin' for
figh , . eh? He's got his gun, Ted."
"You kin bet your life I've got it, an' the first
one of yer as tries to pu~ his will git shot dead
in his tracks. I'm Cheyenne Charlie, from old
Cheyenne, an' I'tl jest as leave fight as eat my
breakfast any day in the year. You're a sneakiu'
lot of prairie dogs, an' I know it. Any galoot as
will take sides with a feller what insults a woman
or girl ain't fit to be in good company. Now then,
you hear what I say. The first one of yer what
. touches his gun is goin' to drop dead."
."Easy, C~arlie,'' Young Wild West called out,
without takmg his eyes from those of the big fellow he was holding by the shi-rt collar. "I reckon
they're willing to give me fair play. · I have declared that I was going to make this man apologize to Arietta, and I am going to do it if I have
to thrash him within an inch of his life to mako
him."
Big Ted, as he was called, was the picture of
amazement. It seemed that he had actually lost
the use of his muscles, for his long arms hung
do,~n at his sides, and his mouth was wide open,
while he stared at the face of -the boy and did not
make a move.
"What's the matter with you?" Wild demanded,
as he gave him a sharp pull and then jerked him
back again. '. "You're not going to die with fright
are you? Come over here and apologize to th;
young lady. Be a man."
"Let go of me, kid!" roared Big Ted, as he
found the use of his tongue.
His face turned as red as a beet then, and the
~uscles on ~is neck suddenly took on .the proportions of whipcords. ~e made a terrific wrench,
and broke .away, leavmg part of his shirt in the
hand of the boy as he ·did so.
"Git out of the way, boys!" he shouted. "He
says he's going to make me apologize or he's goin'
to thrash me. Jest see me pick him up an' chuck
him so high that the birds will be buildin' a nest
in his hair afore he gits down."
There was no doubt but that the man was very
powerful. He was easily six feet tall and well
proportioned, weighing just about right. Added
to this; the exercises he received from continued
horseback riding made hi,.m muscular • and there
is little doubt that if he Rad got his hands upon
the boy he might easily have tossed him over his
head: But Young Wild W'est was not goi1ig to
let him get his hands upon him. He did not even
wait fo.r him to make a start. Big Ted was altogether too slow,_and while he was ,iathering· hun-

3
self together to spring forward to make good his
"Oh, you're .going to hit me now, ~h?" W:ild
threat, Wild made a leap, striking out at the answered, as he kept stepping from s1,.de to side
same time with his left fist. It caught the big in a tantalizing way. "I thought you meant to
cqw-puncher on the chin aJJ.d sent him staggering . throw me so high that the birds would build a
But as if he had been an angry pull, he only be- nest in my hair before I got down. Changed
came more angry, and gathering himself to- your mind, eh? Going to hit me, when you're
gethel', he turned and made a rush fo1· his agile about twice as big ;is I .am. You ought ~o be
antagonist.- Biff! It was Wild's right this time ashamed of yourself, Big Ted. But say, I 11 let
that landed, and it caught- Big Ted on the . ribs. you off if you'll a pologize to the girl.''
A grunt came from him, and then he sat down
"I won't' anologize to no one. I never done it
suddenly, doubling up like a half-opened . jack- in my 1-ife, an' I ain't goin' to do it ,now. I'm
knife.
jest going to mash you up into sich a mess that
"Whoop.ee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow I" Chey- they won't be , able to
whether · it's a deaq
enne Charlie shouted, as he waved his r evolver. calf or a boy afore I gittell
through with yer.'' But
"Git back there, you measly coyotes! This is with all his threats he did
not _seem inclll'\ed to
goin' to be a fair fight, an' if that big galoot don't
a rush. Wild knew that it would be abgit licked in less than three minutes, I'll never make
solutely necessary for him to soundly thrash the
take another chaw of tobacker."
fellow, so he got right· down to business. DancOf course all those who had been interested in ing
up toward him, he made a feint with his left,!
watching the train had gathered about. Even
the train hands were there, the engineer and con- and then as Big Ted struck out awkwardly· with
ductor as well. All were watching t_he ~ce:ne with his right hard enough to fell an ox, the boy leaped
a mixtu1·e of amazement and admirat10n show- aside and caught him ·a stinging blow behind .the
ear, which staggered him.
,·
··
ing on their faces.
'#
Following up the advantage .be had gained, he
"Give the boy a fair show," the engineer called aimed one for the cow-puncher's jaw.- It landed
out, showing that he,·was not at all afraid of the
a resounding smack, and big and powerful
cow-punchers. "That man is big enough to eat with
as he was, the fellow succumbed to 'it, and fell in
him." ·, ..
unconscious heap instantly.
"Thank you,'' Wild answered, as he turned and- an"There
you are, gentlemen!" Young Wild West
nodded his head. "This fellow insulted my sweet- c·a lled
out, in his cool and easy way, as he nodded
heart, and when I asked him for aJJ. . apology he
refused it. I have got -to thrash him before he to the friend-s of Big Ted. ·"I am very sorry this
thing happened. But I have never yet faileq to
apologizes, so I am going right ahead to do it."
"Seems to- me you have a90ut done it now, take it up for a lady when she was insulted. r
young fellow," . the engi_neer retorted.- "He'_s si_t- · said this mun would apologize, and I am going to'
·
tin' there .gaspm' for his. breath. Pokecr hrm. m make him do it.''
· "An' the first galoot as tries to stop him from
the wind, didn't you?"
"Somewhere in that region, I.1·eckon. The next doin' it is goin' to git a chunk of lead in his sys-1
time I'll give it to him on the- jaw and make his tern," Cheyenne Charlie shouted., still holding hi~
· revolver ready to shoot. Wild ~ew_ the man
teeth rattle."
·A .coup!~ of the cow-puncher's friends ra~ to would · come to, so be stepped over to th& -plat-!
1
hjm and assisted hi)n to his feet. This had .the form, and, taking Arietta by the arm, said:
"Come on. li.ttle girl. I kno.,( yoo don't like it!
effect of making him catch his breath, and though
some of the steam had been taken from him, he very much, but you have got to go over there sot
was still as angry and eager to ge~old of his thAt fellow can apologize.''
"Oh, let it go at this, Wild," she ' answered.
youthful adversary as ever. ·
"No, I won't. Come on.''
"Git out
the way, boys," he said to those
Arietta nodded, and permitted herself to be es-'
who had assisted him to rise. "I' reckon I'm all
· right now. He kicked me in the ribs, didn't he?" corted through the crowd to the spot where Big,
"He hit you with his fist," the engineer called Ted was now sitting, his sympathizing friends
out, a ring of sarcasm in his voice. "Look out he gathered about him ~nd trying to make. him unJ
don't give it to you in a worse place. If he hap- derstand how it bad happened.
pens to land one on the point of your jaw you.'ll
He was not long in coming to, as -Wild pre..i
take a nap-for a few minutes. He sa.ys he's going dieted, and when he looked up and saw the boy,
to do it the next time, too. Look out for your- . and gil-1 standing before him, ·he blurted out:
self."
"What's that you wanted me to do, kid?"
"Apologize to the young -lady after insulting.."I'll look out fo:r you when I git through with
her."
·
biin," was the reply.
"Oh no, you won't. Don't think I'm afraid of
"A-11 right, miss. I apologize.'' Arietta nodded
you. i•ve been over this route too many times and promptly turned away.
,
and I w~ born within a hundred miles of here.'1
"I reckon that will beabout all for the present,"
Big Ted acted as if he would much prefer to Young Wild -West. said, coolly, as he nodded to
tackle the engine!U' and leave Young Wild West the cow-punchers. Then a cheer weJ1t up that1
alone. But he knew pretty well that his part,ners echoed through the flat. If the _!:ow punchers·
e,xpected to see him annihilate the boy, so hitching were not with the young deadshot the others sureup his trousers, he once more gathered himself ly-were. The b<;y waited until Big Ted and hisr
together and then shouted:
companions started to leave the spot; and then he,
-" Come on, kid. You're mighty quick on your nodded to his partners and· said:
,,
f~t,., an' you kin hit putty hard. Come on an' . "I reckon we'll find a good spot to camp somehit me on •
jaw if you want to. But I'm whe.re close to the station; ·boys. we - may as'wellf
w~rii.in'. you that if I hit you once it will be the stop here till tomorrow morning."
last of yer/'
Right you are; Wild I" Che:venne Charlie M:-

of
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elaimed. "I sorter have ; n idea that there's goin' to be mor e fun af6i·e we leave the measly place.
Well, I'm sartinly jest in the humor fo r a g ood ,
old-fashioned scrimmage."

CHAPTER IL-Young Wild West
Canw.

Goes Into

Eloise Gardner and Cheyenne Cha rlie's wife
had been somewhat -frightened when Wild sta r ted
fighting with the big cowpuncher.
But the two had handled him with such ease,
and no further trouble had-ensued, so they were
quite calm when Arietta returned to them after
receiving the apology.
• They sat on their hor ses as Wild and his partners came up.
· "I r eckon everything is all right now," the
Y,oung deadshot 8aid, with a smile. «That f ellow
angered me so that I couldn 't help doing what I
"id. Prol:!ably I might ha ve let it pass, but it
seems I'm not built that way."
J..."Y ou kin bet your life you ai n't built that way,
wild!" the scout exclaimed. "But blame it all, if
you had let it pass I sartinly would have picked
it up. There's too much of that kind of business
goin' on. ' A sneakin' coyote like that feller hadn't
<iughter be fresh with no ga l. He's a bad on e
tprough an' through: I could ten , that by the
lpoks of him."
·_1 "They all look a s if they were a bad lot," Jim
I)art r ema rked, as he watch ed the gang as they
were entering the ba r-room of the shanty saloon
a short distance away.
·
,. "Eight of·'em," the scout rema rked. "They was
a,11 feelin' like takin' a hand, but not one of 'em
_qared to do it. My gun was ready, an' they
knowed it."
,. '.'MaybE: they'r<.' bad lot, but they're afraid of
us, just the same." The engineer and conductor
and two or three others belonging to the train
gathered close to our friends and were enthusias!fc in their prai se of the way the young deadshot
had acted.
"I know that crowd pretty well," the engineei·
said, as he nodded his head toward the saloon.
"They bring in a lot of cattle everJ two weeks.
There's just ten of them. Tlfe other two is over
~ere lookin' after the steers that are to be driven
aboard when we pull out on the siding."
"T.:m of them, eh ?" Wild said, as he looked over
at the two men who were in charge of the herd.
· , "Yes, that's right, and I've heard that big fellow you licked say that they're a bad bunch, and
are proud of it. If I were you I would keep an eye
on. them, for certainly Big Ted will be looking for
revenge. While I don 't know anything more about
him tha n a f ew things J've heard, I a ctually be-.
lieve that the man would go the full limit to get
aqua-re with you. He prides himself on being a
sort of giant, and able to whip all creation."
"I hardly think he will try to whi p me again."
''Oh, no," the engineer ar1swered, quickly. "Not
in a fair fight, anyhow. But say, I never saw
itnything like it. You're the quickest and best
fighter I ever saw, and you're only a boy, too."
. "That's r igh t, I'm only a boy. But I can't help
that," and ther e was a t winkle ii} the eyes of the
young deadshot as he spoke.

"You're ma n enough I think " the conductor
spoke up, smiling his a'dmiratio~. Just then the
fireman shut off the water, for the tank was filled,
and there was nothing to keep the train at . the
little station any longer.
·
"Good luck to you, Young Wild West," tlie engineer called out, as he climbed upon his engine.
"Keep an eye on the bad bunch, if you're going to
remai~ here very long. They'll be full of tanglefoot pretty soon, and t hen they might come looking for you."
,
"Much obliged for your advice. I certainly will
keep an eye on them," was the reply. Then the
train sta rted slowly ahead, and wf!s soon upon the
siding. It was stopped at the cattle run, a nd a
sharp toot of the whi stle had the effect of calling
the cow-punchers from the saloon in a hurr y.
"A bad bunch, eh, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie
said, a s he turned to the boy: "Most likely they
belong to some ranch that ain't very far away,
an' they bring up the cattle what's shipped now
an' then."
"That mu st be.the case, Charlie," was the reply.
"But never mind about them being a bad bunch.
Just becau se I thrashed their leader don't say that
they are going to interf ere any further· with us.
If th ~y are wise t hev'll let it go as it is."
"Sich fellers a s them ain't wi se, Wild. They
never . are;' t he scout declared. "That engineer
~:ctys he's heard tha t they're a ba d bunch, an' that
they'r_e P. roud_of it._ That means that they'll-start
to ra1s~ r~1ct1ons Jest a s soon a s they git them
cattl e m the car s. \Vhat a re you goin' to do
next?"
"The fh·st thing to do is to fin d a suitable place
to pitch our ca mp. I've already said that we'll
r emain here until tomonow morning. I 1·eckon
every one is satisfied with that arrangement. If
not. let us hear from you."
"You know ye1·y well that what you say is
alw~ys satisfactory, Wild," Jim Dart answered.
"Of course, we ought to stay here until tomorrow
morning. What's the use of striking out now,
when we have a chance for a little change? We're
at a little junction her e, and it's worth something
to see a train of cars passing now and then. We
couldn't do better than to camp somewhere close
t o the r ailroad track."
·
"Misler 'W ild," Hop Wah, the clever Chinee,
spoke up. in his shrill, piping voice, "velly goodee
place light over .lere."
He pointed to the other
side of th e hack, where there was a steep bank
with a str eam of water trickling down, which
.flowed on t hrough the little villag e in the form
of a brook.
"That does look a ll right, Hop. We'll get over
there. Come on, a ll hands." The di stance was so
short th at t he young deadshot did not take the
trouble t o mount his horse, but seizing the bridler ein, he led him across the brook, the .rest following. They a ll stopped at the spot Hop had
located for th em, and wer e well satisfied th at they
could sca r cely better themselves.
"Now th en, you two heathens j ust get a hustle
on yourselves," the youn g deadshot said, a s Hop
and ~ing started in to relieve t he pa ck-horses of
the loads t hey were ca rrying. "The first
thing in order is something to e~t. ~e might go
over to that sha nty which i~ called a 'Mite], according to the sign across the front of it. But it will
be just a s well to eat in our r ~gular style, for the I
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chances are that they wouldn't be able to prepare mer ely laughed at what he said. But one thing,
us anything worth while inside of a n hour or two, they were all quite hungry, as was usually the
Hop, you gather some wood just as soon a s you -case when mea l-time came around. Anna lent
are through with the unloading. We'li look attei· Wing a hand, and things were pushed along a
little fa ste1·, the result being that half an hour
the horses."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," Hop answered, as he af.;er the time the kettle was hung over the fire
worked away briskly. The young deadshot and the meal was ready. Broiled venisoµ was the
his two partners then proceeded to unsaddle their p1'incipal thing on the bill-of-fare, but this was
own horses a s well as those of the g,r1s, af te1· good enough for any one, as they all were ready
which they tied them with lariats a lit tle furthe1· to declare. Of course, they had bread or biscuit
down the track, where the grass was green and at all times, and very often hot corn muffins w~e
served. But this was usually when they had more
.
-luxuriant.
"I reckon I know why they call this 'Green time, so they satisfied their appetites, washing
•Junction," Cheyenne Charlie observed, as he the food down wi1ti the hot coffee. The very minpointed to t}:le long stretch of grass. "It's mighty ute he finished eating Hop Wah arose and walked
green here, anyhow, an' it's a sorter junction, over toward the horses, lighting a big black cigar
as he did so.
'cause there's a track running' off that way."
"Watch the heathen, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie
"That's right, Charlie. You have hit the nail
right on the head," Wild answered, laughingly. whispered. "He's makin' out he's goin' over to
"But since you know why the place is callea Gr~en see if everything is all right with the hor es. But
·Junction, you might tell us why you think it was he Jest wants to git around to the other side of
the bank, an' then he'll make a bee-line for the
first' calied Decker's Flat."
. "Well, it's sartinly flat ·enough- around here .for whisky-mill. He's been itchin' to git there evet
;
the most part. I s 'poise some feller named DeckeT 'Since we struck the blamed little town."
_was one- of the first to come here. That's about - • "If he goes over there he's very aP,t to get into
the size. of it." This explanation was received trouble," was the reply.
satisfactorily, and the girls, w}:io had·.followed the • · "That's jest what I was thinkiJ\'. Them fellers
three 'with the horses, complimented Charlie for will begin to pile it on him the minute he shows
it. It did not take them a great while to attend to · himself. But l hardly think they would be bad
'the horses. Charlie and Jim went and got the enough to fill him full of hole~, or anything like
pack-horses and also the two bronehos Hop and that." They kept an eye on the clever Chinee
·Wing had been riding, for there was enough for without appearing to do so, and, sure enough, h4! ·
the two heathens to do just then without losing went ·on around the horses and then slipped behind
time to look after them. Hop sang a Chinese ditty the high bank, which jutted out close to where
·as he climbed up the steep bank wliere there was the animals were grazing. Cheyenne Charlie
a small patch of woods, and he kept 1t going ·an quickly ran the other way, a twinkle in his. eye.
the tinie- he was engaged in colle.c ting · an armful He knew where Hop would appear next, if he
of wood: Wing had opened up tbe provisions, really was going to the shanty saloon. He got
and by the time his brother came back with the behind a tree, and the next minute the heatherl
·
necessary fuel h,e was ready to go right ahead came walking along briskly.
"Hello, heathen!" Charlie said, stepping out in
with the preparations for the noonday meal.
l
The fire was soon kindled, and then it was not front of him. "Takin' a little walk?"
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" came the·
long before the coffee-kettle was hanging over it.
~'
· Just about this time the tooting of the locomo- reply, as Hop stopped still in his tracks.
"There ain't nothm' the matter. But I'm jest,
tive whistle was heard, and as they looked up
our friends saw that the cattle had been driven goin' to tell you one thing. If you're goin' ovet
into the cars and that the train was ready to start. to that whisky-ll\l}l you had better look out for
,
The bell clanged and a couple of more toots fol- yourself."
lowed, and then the freight hain came backing , "Maybe you wantee go, too, Misler Charlie." '
"Well, I was thin1dn' of goin' over therJ
toward the little depot. They all stood there
watching, and soon the cars were right near them, putty soon. Wait till I ask Wild about it." Hop
while a man attended to the switch, so the train made no attempt to leave the spot. He had been
caught, and he was satisfied to abide by whatever
might proceed along over the regular track.
"Three cheers for Young Wild West!" the con- was said. Charlie quickly explained to Wild that
ductor called out, as he waved his cap. Then the it might be a good idea if they were to take a
train hands joined in giving a rousing cheer, while walk over to the saloon, just to show the cow~
,
the engineer and fireman kept the whistle and bell punchers that they were not afraid of them.
"I hardly think it is necessary to show that we
going. 'fhe members of the party , waved their
ha.~ and handkerchiefs, and then the train sta,rted are not afraid of them, for they already ought
off and was soon lost around a curve half a mile to know that," the young deadshot answered. <
"But we might go over there and have a talk with.
a.way.
"Now then, for the dinner," Wild said, in his them. Probably the majority of them will be
cool and easy way, "and after that we'll look out satisfied to let things go as they are. If they are
for the cow-punchers. I suppose they're back at anything like men, they ought to feel glad their
the saloon by this time. We couldn't see them leader got what he was deserving of. Come on,
when they crossed, owing to the traln. But they're Jim. '.l,'he girls will be all right here." Dart
nodded, and then the three promptly walked along
no longer out there by the cattle run."
"Oh, you kin bet they're all in the whisky-mill the track, and, crossing it, started for the shanty
afore this," Cheyenne Charlie declared, in a mat-* saloon. Hop was a little ahead of them, and he
ter-of-fact way. "Let 'em go _ahead an'. fill up m'kde -motions. signifying that he was going to
with the pizen that's sold there. What _ do we enter the place by the. rear door,• which was a
9al'e ?" None of them did seem to ca.re, for they hab:i.t of hia. Aa the three- were within a fn
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yards of the saloon, a number of men came surging out. They were the cow-punchers, and by
t~~ir appearance they were ready· t_o make trouble.

CHAPTER III.-The Blow-up at the Saloon.
'rhe cow. punchers had been drinking heavily, as
their manner plainly indicated. It was evident
that they had seen the three approaching, and had
come out to meet 'them.
.
"You ain't lookin' fo:r more rouble, are you?"
one of them called out, as he put on an insolent
air and stepped directly in front of the young
aeadshot.
, .
,
"Oh, no, my friend," was- the cool reply. "Don't
tf!ink anything like that. This is a public place,
isn't it?"
.
"I s'pose it is. But what are you comin' over
here for?" You think you're smart jest 'cause you
liked Big Ted."
"Now, see here," the boy said, reaching out and
touching him on the shoulder, "you're making a
big mistake in acting this way. If you haven't
seen enough to convince you that you fellows don't
stand the least show with us, you had better think
it over and come to that conclusion. We don't
want any t1'0uble with you at all, but we are
going inside the saloon, and you can bet that we'll
mind our ow.n business while we're there."
"Go a little easy, Mike," a voice cal}ed out, and
Wild instantly recognized it as belonging to '.Big
Ted. ''There ain't no use in' startin' a rumpus.
If they didn't come he1'e to look for trouble, it's
all right."
"I thought you said we had better come out
here an' clean 1Ejm up," growled Mike, as he was
called, and then he stepped back .and permitted
the young deadshot to walk on to the door.
"You thought a whole lot, but yoµ h~ar what
I'm sayin' now. Jest 'cause that boy 1JUncbed me
a couple of times when I wasn't lookin' don't say
that we oughter make trouble for 'em, so long as
they ain't trying' to. make trouble for us. "
'" Ted, you seem to be quite a sensible man, after
all," Wild called out, in his cool and easy way.
"You have got it just about right. I certainly
didn't come over here with the intention of punching you ,again. But, of course, I might do it if
you give me cause. Since you apologized to the
girl, that settles it, as far as I'm concerned." Big
Ted growled something that could not be understood, and went back tnto the saloon. The whole
ten cow-punchers had come out, leaving half a
dozen of the inhabitants of the Flat in the lowceilin,ged bar-room . . What was the big villain's
surprise when he saw an innocent-looking Chinaman standing at the bar, while the loiterers were
looking on with grinning faces. Hop had simply
come in by the back way, and he had st~ped up
to the bar 'almost before those who were inside
knew of his presence. A flashy-looking young
man with his hair parted in the middle was behind the little bar, which was fixed up in what
some might have called an attractive way, and
had a row of shelves behind it which were filled
with bottles bearing all sorts of flashy labels.
"Hey, fellers!" Big Ted ·c alled out, "come on in.
The1·e's a heathen in here, an' he looks as if he
wanted his pigtail twisted."

"Whaitee mattee?" cried Hop; appearing to be
frightened. "Me allee samee goodee Chinee."
"That's all right, heathen. Don't git afraid. I
was only jokin' with yer," and then the cowpuncher stepped up close to him, making out that
he was re.ally very friendly.
"Me likee havee lillee dlop of tanglefoot," Hop
said, looking at the slick-looking man behind the
bar.
·
"Hear what he says, Sweet Oil Bill?" Ted
a sked, the grin on his face widening. "He wants
a little drop of tanglefoot. Maybe you can't unde1·stand the Chinese language, but I kin. Give
him what he wants. If he don't pay for it, I will."
Sweet Oil Bill, as he was called, nodded his
head and promptly waited upon Hop. The rest of
the gang, as well as Young Wild West and his
partners, were ,IJ,OW inside the 1·dom, which was
amply large enough to hold them all. ·
. But t~e h!l-,ngers-on we1:e forced to get back,
smce evidently they had no money to spend, while
the ccw.;-punchers had.
.
•
"Hello, Misler Wild! Hello, Mister Charlie!
H~llo, ~isler Jim!" Hop, called out, his face
br1ghtenmg up as the three pushed their way toward him.
"\Vhat's the: matter with . yer, heathen?"
Cheyenne Charlie reported. "You act as if you
did!l't know we was comin' in by the front -way,
while you went around to the back."
"Lat allee light, Misler Char ·e. Me velly glad
to see you. Maybe um bad Melican men wantee
hurtee me."
·
·
· ·
"The:re ain't n? one goin' to hu.rt yer, heathen. ·
not while you're Ill here," the bartender declared.
"I'm Sweet Oil Bill, an' some folks call. ,,c, the
fashion-plate of this· here place. I git my styyles
from Silver City, an' if anybody d,,m't like the
way I part my hair, all he's got to do is to say so.
The Bad Bunch knows me putty well, so don't be
afraid of anything like a shoot-up takin' place
here. I'm somewhat handy with a gun myself."
Then he reached quickly under the bar and produced a long-barreled Smith. & Wesson which he
took pains to point toward the majority of the
cow-punchers.
It had a pl'etty good effect, too lor they all
moved over a little and remained -silent.
"I reckon you're somewhat of a boob pard "
Cheyenne, Charlie said,· as he nodded to the m~n
behind the bar. "I sorter like the looks of yer.
They call yer Sweet Oil Bill, eh?"
"Yes, that's right.._ an' I'm proud of it. I use
sweet oil on my hair, you know. It makes it lay
down flat an' it shines a whole lot. I don't s'pose
I could part it so nice in the middle if it. wasn't for
the sweet oil. I've been usin' that stuff now for
about eight months, an' I'm satisfied that it can't
be beat."
"I wonder how it would work on my hair," and
the scout took his broad-brimmed hat and looked
at himself in the apology for a mirror that was
back of the bu.
"It sartinly would be all right for you to use it,
stranger," the bartender answered, assuringly.
"It would make that black hair of yours shine like
a nigger's heel in the sun."
·'Well, I ain't much on greasin' my hair, but I
r-eckon if I do want to grease it, I'll use bear's
crease. That's good enough for me."
''It ain't as e-ood as sweet oil," and Sweet Oil
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Bill acted as if he was ready to argue the question.
"Have you got any good cigars ?" Wild interrupted.
_
"Have I? Why, I keep the best that kin be
bou~ht anywhere from New Orlean s to Huma.
What price· do you want to pay, young feller?"
"The best you have." •
"They'll cost you thirty cents apiece. In ;;ome
places they sell 'em for a quarter, but we have
to charge a little mi,re oh account of bein' somewhat out of the way."
"All right. Pass around the box. I want everybody to have something with me."
"Do y,ou mean the Bad Bunch, too, young
feller?"
"I certainly do."
.
, "After purichin' Big · Ted1 in the jaw an' knockin' him down so he didn't know nothin' for about
five minutes, you're goin' to let him smoke with
you, eh?"
"Oh, that's all right. I haven't 11:ny grudge
against him. He insulted one of ~he girls belo~ging to our. party, and I a sked him to apologize.
He refused to do it, so we had a little fight, that's
.all. I reckon he'll smoke."
"I wouldn't give a cent for the best cigar what
was ever made," Big Ted exclaimed, shaking his
head. "If you're goin' to treat me, Young Wild
· West, l'm goin' to take "".hisky straight."
.
"I didn't ask you to drmk, Ted. I don't drmk
myself; that is, I never touch arcy liquor that is
intoxicating. I asked you all to have a cigar. If
you don't care to smoke, let it go at that."
. "I reckon I'll smoke then," and Big Ted was
one of the first to take a cigar from the box the
bartender was holding out.
The young deadshot watched sharply as the
box was passed to each man. When he saw that
not one of the cow-punchers failed to take a cigar
he gave a nod of approval, and looking at the
number of loiterers that had crowded pretty well
to the front, he said:
"Now then, gentlemen, you ai:e in this too."
"I'd a whole lot rather have some whisky," ohe
of them answered, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"But since I heard you say that we've all got to
smoke, why smoke it is.'-'
"That's r ig:1t. You're going to smoke, unless
you are not a smoker-"
"I'm a smoker, all right, but a pipe's generally
good enough for me. I'm afraid this here . cigar
will be too rich for my blood."
The fe!low took it, however, and carefully cut
off the end with a big jack-knife. Five minutes
later if any one had chanced to enter the barroom 'of the shanty saloon he might have thought
that the building was on fire. Every man ~eemed
to be puffing away a s· hard as he could, and the
smoke was certainly flying. This was somewhat
suggestive to the clever Chinee, who never lost
the opportunity to play a practical joke.
"Misler Charlie," he whispered, as he got close
to the scout, "maybe we have~ lillee fun, so be.''
"Go ahead, heathen," was the reply. "I don't.
care if you blow up tl1e blamed shanty. I know
what you're itchin' to do. You're thinkin' of
settin' off a firecracker, or somethin' like that."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie."
"Well, gCI ahead an' do it, then."
"Me wantee makee lillee more smoke, so be."
Charlie nodded, and then Hop slipped around to
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a corner of the room, and appeared to be studying
a picture that was hanging on the wall. He
stooped down and left a package lying there,
which looked as if it might have contained half
a pound of tea. But it was simply gunpow~r, and
as the Chinaman laid it upon the floor he punched
a hole through the paper with his finger and per- ·
mitted some r!f_ the contents to fall out. Then
after -again taking a look at the picture, which
could hardly be seen for the smoke, he put his
hand in his pocket and got it full of loose gunpowder.. This he held in his hand as he walked
over to whern Young Wild was and his partners
were standing near the door of the room that adjoined the bar-room, sprinkling• it upon the floor
thickly as he walked. Hop was nothing if not an
adept at practical joking. He knew it was hardly
likely that any of the men would go back to the
corner just then, so he had selected that. spot for
the explosion to take place.
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Charije," he
whispered. "Tellee Misler Wild and Misler Jim
allee samee lookee outtee."
Charlie quickly explained to the two, and then
moved a little' further toward the rear room. · 1
"Let's have a drink," Big '.IJed called out sud-1
clenly. "If we kin all smoke, I don't see why we
can't all drink."
•
Before the bartender could pay attention to the
order, Hop lighted a match and, stooping down, .
touched the train of powder he had so cleverly
laid. There was a sharp hiss, and then what;
seemed to be a fiery snake shot along over the
11.oor straight for the package of gunpowder. Of1
course, all those in the room saw this, but they
had no idea as to its meaning, until suddenly a,
smother ed explosion sounded and the building
shook violently. Then there was some smoke. in
the bar-room. Yelling with fear, the cow-punchers and the other inmates sprang for the door.
They fell over each other and wedged the doorway, and then out qf the windows they leaped,
including Sweet Oil ~Bill, the bartender. Youngi
Wild West and his partners followed the Chinaman out by the rear way, and when they leisurely
walked around to the front they saw an excited,
crowd sta nding there, while the smoke was still
pou:ring from the door and windows.
,
"Say, Bill," the young deadshot said, stepping ,
up and taking the astonished bartender by the
arm, "if that's the way you treat your customers,
I reckon we won't come in your place again.''
"I don't know who done it," was the reply, and
the man shook his head solemnly.
.
"Well, you had be.tter get· insitie there and
make sure that the shanty isn't on fire- It's· a
good thing we happened to be standing close to,
the other room, for we might have got hurt in
getting out by the front way."
"I jumped out of the window all right," Sweet
Oil Bill retorted. "I'd jest like to know who done
that.''
"Well, if you go at it the right way you might
find out. But I wouldn't blame anyone until you
were sure you are right."
,
So saying, the boy turned and walked toward
the general store tl1at was located but a few
yards distant. There were three or four men a'ld
a woman standing in front of the store, 'a nd they
all were greatly excited, for they had heard the
explosion and seen the smoke cominir from th~
saloon .
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"What. was it?" one of the men asked eagerly,

as he stepped up close to Cheyenne Charlie as he

was passing.
"A rum bottle busted in the place. Somebody
droppel a match in it by mistake, au' it went off
like a ton of dynamite," was the scout's explanation.
·
·
.
.
But the grin on his face as he said it was
enough to satisfy the man that he was not telling
the truth.
"Putty smart, ain't yer?" he retorted.
"That's all right, pard," Charlie answered
good-naturedly. "Don't ask me what made it.
But most likely it was some powder what -exploded. There's a· bad bunch in there, an' there
ain't no tellin' what they'll do."
"Oh l know all about the Bad Bunch," the man
retort~d, somewhat mollifi~d. "Their boss will be
along: putty soon, an' he's Jes~ about as fi ne a_ man
as they·are bad ones. He kin manage 1 em m no
time."
.
What the man said interested Wild and his
partners right away.
"So the boss of the Bad Bunch will be along
pretty soon, eh?" he said, as he turned to walk
into the store.
,
"I reckon so. Ask Myers. He's been waitin
for him' to come alorig any minute to pay his store
bill."
.
. "Is your name Myers?" Wild asked, looking at
a rather corpulent individual who was minus a
bat, and who seemed to be the proprietor of the
store.
"Y~s, kid, that's my name. What's yours?"•
came th!! rather tart reply.
"My name is Young Wild West."
"Oh! Somebody said you was Young Wild
West. But l sorter doubted it. Is it true that
you licked Big Ted for insultin' one of the gals
- what's with you?"
"I reckon it's quite true, Mr. ~ers."
"Well, it don't seem possible that you could do
11Uch a thing as that, but I'm takin' it for granted
-that you did. Come right in. M~ybe I kin do
11<1me business with you."
"You might do a little business, for I think we
need something over at the camp." •
"I heard you was campin' over there the other
aide of the station."
''.Yes, l reckon we'll stay there until tomorrow.
It isn't much of a place here, but we thought it
would be a change to stay a while and see the
trains as they went along."
"Yes, th~t will be somewhat amusin', I s'pose.
Ain't in the hebit of seein' trains or cars very
aften, I •r eckon."
"Not very often, though we have seen quite a
few of them in our time. But say, Mr. Myers,
who is the boss of the gang of cow-punchers?"
"Why, Colonel Ditson is the one who hires 'em
to work for him. He runs a kind of a ranch an'
a farm put togethe:i:, somethin' like ten miles from
here, an' he sends up some cattle every now an'
then an' ships 'em from here. He's a very rich
man, the colonel is, an' he owns about the biggest
_part of the land in the Flat."
"ls that so? Was he ever in the army?"
"Yes; that'_s· where he got the name of colonel."
Before anything further could be said the woman,- who was evidently the wife of the storeieeper, called out softly:
"Here comes the colonel nowl"

CHAPTER lV.-The Rascally Colonel.
:Young Wild West and llis partners heard the
clatter of hoofs as the woman spoke, and they
~ll looked _o ut and saw a horseman riding rapidly toward the store. He was a tall man of a
dignified as well as mtlitary appearance, and
they would have known he was tne colonel even
if the woman had not spoken to that effect.
"What kin I sell you?" Myers asked, as if · he
was in very much of a hurry.
"Oh, we can wait a while. Attend to the boss
of the cow-punchers first. The fact is I don't
know exactly "\fllat we do want. I'll have to go
and consult the cook first."
"Oh, all right, then. Sit down."
He pointed to a _long bench at the· side of the
room, so rather anxious to have a good look at
Colonel Ditson, Wild nodded to his two partners
to follow him, and then all three sat down upon
the •bench. A couple of loiterers · came in and
joined them, and then the woman went behind
the counter and stood near her husband expectantly. The horseman galloped up to the very
door, and; dismounting, called out sharply to a •
man who was standing there · ready for the
chance to take charge of h~s horse.
"Her·e, you fellows, be brisk. Take my horse.
and see to it that he has a good rub-down. After
he cools off, give him some oats."
. Then in came the colonel, his big• mustache
waxed. at both ends, and his pointed chin beard.
sticking downward like a spike. ·
"How de do, Colonel Ditson!" Myers said politely. ''I was sorter expectin' you would coma
around putty soon."
"Eh, what's that?" and the colonel stopped in
the centre of the room and looked at those sitting
upon the bench. Evidently he was surp1·ised U>
see the strangers there, for his gaze lingered
upon them for fully ten seconds before he turned
again to the store-keeper.
"Myers, I have come to pay my bill," he said
brusquely.
"All right, colonel. I've got it all made out."
Myers quickly handed him a slip of paper, and
after glancing at it for a moment, the colonel
drew a big leather wallet and paid the bill. It
was promptly receipted, and then the colonel took
it back, and, after looking around the room, deliberately tore it to pieces.
"There, Myers," he said. "That's my receipt.
The bill is paid,. and you have given me the receipt, but I have torn it up."
"Oh, that's jest the same, colonel. I sartinl7 ,
won't ask you for the money ag'in."
"You had better not. I rather · guess yow
wouldn't get it if you did. I don't pay a bill
twice."
"I know you don't, colonel," the store-keeper
answered, somewhat meekly.
Colonel Ditson now again turned and looked
sharply at Wild, Cha:rlie and Jim.
"Who are they, Myers?" he asked suddenly, as
he whirled around and faced the store-keeper.
"Young Wild West an' his t _wo pards, colonel,•
was the reply.
.
"Oh! ls that so. They're carnpm~ the other
side of the railroad track, I presume?'
"Yes, that's jest where they're camped, Colonel."
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"I was passi.J\g there just now an~ saw the
prettiest girl I ever met in my whole life. Probably she may be this man's daughter."
This time he turned and looked sharply at the
scout.
•
•
"You have got that dead wrong, colonel," Char"lie answered, rising . to his feet and shrugging
his shoulders. "I ain't been married long enough
.., to have a gal as old as all that. One of the gals
over at the camp is my wife, though."
"I wasn't speaking of' a married woman, sir. I
referr.ed to the girl with the golden hair. She is
very, beautiful, and I mean to make her acquaintance if I am permitted to do so."
-He made a polit6. bow as he said this, throwi.J\g
out both hands as if he was appealing to their
generosity.
.
"Well. Colonel," the scout retorted, after thinking for a moment, "I reckon you had better ask
. Young Wild West about it. , The gal you're talkin'
about is s'posed to be his sweetheart, an' most
likely he'll marry her when the two gits a little
older."
"Oh, excuse me. I am sure he will havt1 no objections to me being introduced . to the pretty
young miss."
"None at all, Colonel. Come right over to the
camp. and we'll fix it up right away," Wild
spoke up, in his cool and easy way.
"I will accept the invitation, boy. But just remember that I am a regular lady killer. I have
broken the hearts of more of the fair sex than
you can imagine."
"I reckon there won't be any heart-breaking
about this, though," the young deadshot retorted,
somewhat sharply. "Come on, Colonel, and you
shall have the introduction."
' ,
The man looked about him with the air of a
conquerer, and then strode out of the store, Wild
and his partners following him. Charlie was
rather angry by this time, but a glance from our
hero caused him to keep quiet. Jim said nothing, nor could his thoughts have been guessed by
the expression of his face. But it was a pretty
sure thing that if anything happened he would
be on hand, as he always w:, ,_s. However, there
was nothing to fear from Colonel Ditson. They
could all understand that pretty well, since they
•had put him down as being a pompous individual
who was somewhat educated and ha d a fondness
for lording it over others by his bluffing ways.
"So you are Young Wild West?" the colonel
said, looking at Wild as if he was somewhat disappointed in him.
• "Yes, that's my name."
"The Champion Deadshot, too, I havj;l heard."
"Some people call me that."
·
"And you can thrash a whole regiment when
you start in to do it."
"I don't know about that, Colonel Ditson. But
I don't mind telling you that I did thrash one of
your cow-punchers before dinner."
·
"What's that?" and the man stopped still in
his tracks and looked at him in amazement.
" ·Y es," went on Wild, in his cool and easy way.
"One of your BSid l3unch, as they call themselves,
insulted the very girl you are so anxious to be
introduced toJ and when he ·refused to apologize
to her I gave him a thrashing."
"What did you do it with, a club?"
"Oh, no, Colonel I never need a club to fix up
a m ~ '°':oyote like Big Ted i~."
.
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"I am ast.o nished. You don't mean to say that
you actually bested Big Ted."
"You can ask him when you see him, and prob. ably he will .tell you all about it. Colonel, I understand that the men you send up this way with
your cattle to bs shipped are very bad ones. They
need a little taming, I think, but that don't mean
that I am ,going to undertake the . task. I shan't
bother with them again unless they interfere with
me. If they do interfere you can bet all you're
worth that I'll fix the ·whole bunch, and do it as ·
easily as I did when I tackled Big Ted."
"Wonderful!" cried the colonel. "What a remarkable boy you are. _ So Big Ted insulted the
young miss, did he? Well, it shows pretty well
that he has an eye for beauty, anyhow. Ha,
ha, ha!"
Wild st\ot a glance at him just then' which told
plainl,- that. he -woqld enjoy giving him a go.od
punch on the !iaw. But he was bound to keep
cool under almost any circumstances, and walked
along beside the colonel, who went with
militaI'y stride. and they soon reached the camp.
"Come here, Et," the young . deadshot ca1led
out smiling1y, as they came up. "Here is a gentleman w'.ho is very anxious to be introduced to
you.••
"Is that so?" the girl answered, darting a
somewhat an,gry look at the colonel. "I believe I
noticed him as he rode by the camp a short time
ago. He was trying to flirt with us."
The colonel looked pleased at this and bowed
his acknowledgment.
"T}:!.at's all right, little girl," the young deadshot resumed. "This is Colonel Ditson, who is a
very- rich man,, and the owner of a ranch and
farm combined about ten miles from here. Colonel, shake hands with Miss Arietta Murdock, the
bravest and best little girl the Wild West has ever
produced."
"Delighted at the permission," and the rascally
old gallant tipped his hat and took Arietta's
hand, holding it by the tips of the fingers a nd
shaking it gently.
"Now, Colonel, I have done as I agreed to, so
suppose you light out," Wild said in his cool and
easy way.
- "What's that, Young Wild West?" came the
startled reply.
·
• ·
"You are deaf, are you? I suppose you have
been in so many battles during the war that you
are, though. I'll speak a little louder, then. I
say that since I have done what I agreed to, it is
time for you to light out. You understand what
that means. Vamoose! Exit! Scoot! Hurry
up, too."
The boy almost lost his temper as he said this,
and the colonel, completely astounded, stepped
back in alarm.
•
"If you don't start froni here by the time I
count three, I'll shoot yoor hat from your head,"
the young deadshot almost shouted, and out came
a revolver from the holster at his right side.
If there was one thing that would cause him
to grow very angry, it w~s to have Arietta insulted. Wild really considered that what the colonel had said was far more of an insult than had
been made by the big cow-puncher. But he had
kept cool until the introduc!t'ion had taken place, ·
and now he was .going to make the fellow hustle
or keep -his word and shoot the hat frotµ ~ head.

a
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"Has the boy gone crazy?" the colonel g,asped
as he looked at the oth·e rs.
Crack! Wild's revolver spoke and a bullet went
through the crown of the man's hat.
"Keep right on going, Colonel," he called out.
then he gathered up his coat, tails and started to
run.
.
Crack! Wild fired again, and this time the hat
flew from the fleeing man's head.
·
"Keep right on going, colonel," he called out.
"If you stop to get your hat, I may make a mistake and put a bullet somewhere in your body."
But it was not necessary to tell him to k_eep -on
running, for pexhaps Colonel Ditson hail never
run faster in hi s whole life than he .was doing
just then. He did not look behind him until he
was over the railroad track and half way to the
store, and then it was but a glance at that. When
he got to the stoxe he was perspiring freely.
"Hey, there!" he called out, as he mopped his
face with a big handkerchief. "I want my horse
right away."
The store-kee):>er came running out, followed
by his wife, and, seeing who it was, the former
promptly ran to look for the man who had taken
charge of the horse. Instead of waiting for the
animal to be led around, the colonel made a beeline for the shanty saloon.
"Hey, there, Tedi" he shouted, before he entered the doorway. "I want you all out here right
away."
The cow-punchers must have recognized the
voice of their employer, for they came pouring out
in a jiffy.
"What's the matter, Colonel?" Big Ted a sked,
as he looked at his agitated employer. "Where's
your hat? You look as if you had been through
a cyclone or somethin'."
"Never mind what is the matter with me. I
want you to go over there and drive Young Wild
West away from the town. Be quick about it. I
happen to own the property they ai:e camped
upon, and if they refuse to leave, use force and
shoot them dead, if necessary. You have got my
01·ders, Big Ted. Now then, be off."
· The villainous gang looked at him in amazement, for. they could not understand what it all
meant.
"Say, Colonel," Sweet Oil Bill called out from
the doorway, "I reckon you have been hit with a
fever or somethin' of the kind. Come in an' have
a little dose of castor-oil an' whisky. It will do
you a power of good."
"By Jove! I believe I am in need of a drink
just now," arfd so saying the bare-headed man
darted into the saloon and almost fell against
the bar.
.
"Ain't seen a ghost or nothin' like that, have
. you?" Sweet Oil Bill asked smilingly.
"Hush!" commanded the colonel, raising his
finger warningly. ."Bear in mind that you are
talking to a gentleman, a man who never tolerates any fooling."
"I know you're a gentlemen all ri ht, Colonel,
an' I know you have got piles of money. But jest
now you're actin' like a fool. What will it oe,
old rye or some · gin? I don't s'pose you want
any castor-oil_)n it."
.
·
The ·colonel .did not answer, so the rye was put
out to him, and filling the glass to the brim, he
swallowed it at a single gulp. The stimulant certainly made him feel better.
·

.•

"Sweet Oil," he said, iI). a hoarse whisper,
"Young · Wild West shot my hat from my head
after he had taken me to his camp and introduced me to the nicest looking girl I eyer saw ·n
my life."
•
"What!" and the bartender looked at him in
surprise. "He shot your hat from your head
after he took you over there, did he? Well, Colonel, I reckon you must have insulted the gal, or
he wouldn't do nothin' like that."
"I was just as polite as I could be to her.
You're wrong, Bill. I never even thought of insulting her."
"All right, Colonel. ·1 won't contradict you. I'll
wait till I hear what Young Wild West has to
say about it. Here he comes now."
The colonel jumped back as if he had received
an electric shock. He looked out of. the door, and,
sure enough, Young Wild West was walking to-ward the plnce, followed by his two partners. .
CHAPTER V.-Wild Continues to Be Master of
the Situation.
Young Wild West felt certain that Colonel Ditson, as he called himself, would surely do his
level best to get the cow-punchers to assist 1him in
obtaining revenge, so as he watched him and
saw
that he went direct to the saloon after stopping in
front of the store, he turned to his two partners
and said:
"Come on, boys, I reckon we had better go over
there. If we gave those fellows a chance to get
started they might do considerable damage. The
thing to tlo is to nip the l\I)rising in the bud.
CoI).le on, boys, and keep your eyes ?P,en and
have your hands ready to pull your guns. '
It might have been a decidedly reckless thing to do, but Young Wild West always acted the way
he felt. He might have been willing to admit that
possibly he had gone a little too far with the colonel. or that it would have been better to have
snubbed him at the start instead of bringing him
to the camp. But even though this was the case,
he was now bent upon going the whole limit, and
he started at a brisk walk, Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart following· him. About hal_f the cowpunchers were outside the saloon when the three
neared it. Wild watched them sjiarply, for he
was expecting that they migh pull their guns
and begin shooting without giving a warning.
But nothing of the sort happened. As they
walked up the cow-punchers made way for them,
and straight into the bar-room they went. The
colonel, after seeing that it was really Young
Wild West ·who was coming to the saloon, made
a quick reti·eat to another part of the house, so
when they entered our three· friends failed to see
. anything of him. Big Ted was there, however,
and so we1·e all the rest of the Bad Bunch.
"Hello, Ted!" the .y oung deadshot said, in his
cool and easy way, as he nodded smilingly to tbe
leader of the bunch. "Where is your boss ? I
saw him come in here."
.
"He went out the back way. He's gone over to
the store to buy a new hat. He says you shot his
from hi s head an' wouldn't let him pick it up
ag'in."
- ·
·
·
"That's about ,ri~ht. I did shoot it from his ,
head. · But I didn'.t do· him any hatm. I thou&°h

/

I'd ·caroe he.re an' have a t a lk with him before he
got you fellows to come over and clean out our
camp.'' ·
"Who said we was goin' to clean out yoqr
cal)'.lp?"
·
"No one. I was -only thinking that way."
Big Ted acted very much as if he would like to
eat the ooy, but h!! was so afraid of .him that he
had to swallow his anger and' stand there as meek
as a lamb. Neither Wild nor his partners had
touched a revolver, yet those who .were watching
them knew that it would take but the fraction of
a second to do so. Finding that they were quite
subdued, Wild decided to go at it in a persuasive
· way.
. "Boys," he said, nodding to them in a friendly
style, "I don't know how you feel toward me, but
maybe you would like to fill me full of lead. - You
know what started the trouble, and if you think
Big Ted ·was right in the way he acted, I, of
course, can't make you change your mind. The
other part of it is that the colonel who employs
you insulted the sam!! girl, only more grossly than
Ted did, and that's why he had his hat shot from
his hea_d. Now then, there are only three of us
be.sides the girls and the two Chinamen over ~t
the ·camp. It is possible that the whole bunch
of you . might come over there and clean us out.
You are welcome to try it if you. like, but maybe
. when you think it over you will decide not to do
so. . That's all I have got to say to you now. I
want to have a few words with your employer.
I'll go over to the store and see if he's there."
''Colonel Ditson ain't over at the store, Young
Wild' West/' Sweet Oil Bill spoke up. "He got
scared · out of his wits when he seen you comin'
here with your two pards, ·an' he's somewhere in
tlie house. If you'll jest wait a minute I'll go an'
find him for yer. I know blamed weU that you
don't inean to harm · a hair in his head."
"You have got that right, my friend. Just find
him. I want to talk to him in a business-like
way, and · that is all."
·
Evidently the · cow-punchers did not like the
way the bartender was acting. But the fact was
that they · seemed to be a little afraid of him
and when he stepped from behind the bar ana1
went' into · another room, they began talking in
whis.Pers, but made n"b move to follow. Wild and
his partners had taken their station so they could
watch the' faces of every man in the bar-room.
They were not going to give them the least chance .
to .start anything going. Presentl,y they heard
Sweet Oil mu talking somewhat excitedly. Then
the voice of the colonel was heard,'·and the next
minute the two "Were heard coining.
• · "Here he is, Young Wild West," the bartender
aaid, as he stepped into the bar-room leading
the rascally man by the. arm. 'ti told him you
wasn't goin' to harm a hair in his head, but he
won't believe it. He thinks you want to fill him
full of holes."
"Nothing of the kind," Wild declared, in J:iis
eool and easy way. "Colonel Dits.on, I only want
to have a few words with you, and I ho.p e you will
listen attentively to what I say."
"I want nothing to do with you!" exclaimed .
the colonel, becoming very indignant when he
found he was with his hirelings.
He looked around at them as if to let them
know that he wanted them to make short work
9f the young deadshot and his partn'ers. But no

..
one made a move, and then he became pale again.
"What do you want to say?" he asked, changing
his face right away ..
"Oh, you're willing to listen, are you? Well, all
I want to say is that you had better give up the
idea of trying to clean us out. I know very well
that you're anxious to have your men make short
work of us. But they couldn't do it if they tried.
I'll guarantee you right now that if they all start
to shooting at once they'll get the worst of it. If
you don't believe it, just watch me."
Then as quick as a flash - ~he boy's hands
dropped to his sides and up came his pair of revolvers, both on a line • with the breast of the
colonel.
"If you have got a man in your crowd who can
do it any quicker than that, I am willing to let
him show me, cqlonel," the young deadshot went
on, the vestige of a smile showing on his handsome face.
"Put away your guns, young fellow," the now
thoroughly frightened man cried, as he threw up
his hands as if to ward off the bullets.
"All .1·ight, I'll do that. Now then, I suppose
there is no use in asking you what you are going
to do about it. You wouldn't tell me, any:\J.ow.
But you have heard what I wanted to tell you.
You had better give up the idea of interfering
with us. I reckon that will be about all."
Not wishing to give any of them a chance for
further argument, Wild nodded to his partners
and, then started for the door. Charlie ,and Jim
went along with him, taking particular pains to
keep an eye on those in the place. No one -offered
to make a move any further than to get out of
the way so they might easily pas_s, and the three
emerged from the saloon. This was a dangerous
thing_ to do, no doubt, since the . cow-punchers
could open fire upon them tlu·ough the windows.
But they backed away_from, the spot until they
were in fro.nt of the store, and then feeling sure
that they were perfectly safe, they turned to
Myers, the proprietor of the store, and began
talking with him. There was a man l!tanding
there with the colon~l's horse, and when Myers
e;x:plained that he was waiting for the owner- to
come and get it,· the young deadshot gave a no4
and said:
.
"Does he intend to leave so :soon?"
"He said git his horse ready in a hurry. At
first he meant to have him cool off an' have some
oats, but when he came running back without his
hat, he changed his mind somewhat."
"Yes, I can_i_magine that~he changed his mind:
But say, I've just thought qf something. The
colonel's hat lies on the ground over near our
camp. Let this man go and get it. . There are a
couple of bullet hole through it, but that won't_
prevent it from giving him some service yet. _ Go
and get the hat."
The last was ·said ta the man who was holding
the horse. Myers came· down and took charge of
the animal, and away the fellow went tow.ard the
camp of our friends. Then they went along after
him, and met him as he was coming back with
the colonel's hat.
.
"Give that to the owner with my compliments,"
Wild said to him. "Here's a dollar for your
trouble."
The money was ac_cepted· freely and with
thanks, and then . Wild knew his message to the
colonel would surely be delivered. -When the trio
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well-dressed young
got back to the camp the girls were not slow to punchers gathered about
express their delight and satisfaction, for they man who had a big traveling bag in each hand.
had been fearing that a scrimmage would take It took only a moment for them to understand the
situation. The man was plainly a tenderfoot,
place at the saloon.
· and. the Bad Bunch was making it unpleasant for
"Is it settled, Wild?" Arietta asked.
"Hardly, I think, Et," was the reply. "But the him.
"Goin' to interfere, Wild?" Charlie asked
sand has been taken out' of the Bad Bunch, and
the colonel is now frightened half to death. How- eagerly.
"Not unless it is absolutely necessary," was the
ever, this doesn't mean that he won't get himself
together again and make trouble. I consider that reply. "We have certainly· had quite enough of
he is a rank villain in more ways that on_e. He that bunch for a while, and I don't want to get
won't be satisfied untiLhe has taken my life, or mixed up in anything again if I can prevent it.
has got somel'>ody else to do it. But it's all right. If 'they are willing to leave us alone, I am satisI said we were going to stay here until tomorrow, fied to steer clear of them."
Just then the tenderfoot put down his traveling
and you can bet all you're worth that we are
bags and bega.n to expostulate with the rough
.
going to do it."
The rest they were taking was }:>ound to do ou1· crowd. Roars of laughter went up as he talked.
friends more or less good. The1'e was nothing But they _would not move away so he could go on
going on that ~ould attract thefr attention to any through and get to the hotel. There were three
great extent, but as the afternoon passed they other passengers who had left he train, but
could hear Ringing and bursts of laughter coming they seemed to be residents- of the Flat, for 'they
from the shanty saloon. This told them that the hurried away immediately after alighting upon
cow-punchers were still there, and that they were the platform. However, they did not go any furhaving a big time. A little before six o'clock, ther than the store, and stood watching the crowd
as they were waiting for the clock -to announce near the platform as if they were somewhat
that supper was ready, the whistle of_ a locomo- amazed. It seemed that the tenderfoot was· more
angry than frightened, for suddenly he grabbed
tive sounded away down the track.
"Hello!" Wild exclaimed, as he leaped to his his grips and, lowering his head, fairly butted
himself through the crowd. Then he started on
feet. "A train is coming."
"Thatis right, Wild," Arietta answered. "See a run for the hotel, for no doubt he had seen the
sign when he first left the train. After him ran
Ure men running for the station."
Sure eneugh, from out of nearly eve1·y house the cow-punchers, firing shots in the air, and at
somebody could be seen hastening, and they were each report the tenderfoot made an extra leap, it
all heading fqr the railroad station. But it must seemed.
"He'll be all rig·ht when he gets to the saloon,"
have been a habit they had, and probably they
could not have been blamed for it, since Green Young Wild West said, in hi s cool and easy way.
"That fellow who calls himself Sweet Oil Bill will
Junction was surely a w,ild and woolly place.
-" Goin' over, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, take care of him. He seems to have pretty good
control over the Bad Bunch, and it · is somewhat
as he looked at the young deadshot-inquiringly.
"I hardly think it is necessary. We are close surprising, too."
They watched the fleeing man get safely inside
enough righ_t here. We can't see the passengers
that get off, but we will have a pretty good view the building, and then turned just in time to be
informed by Wing Wah that the "suppee was
of the train, just the same."
"All right. That's what I was thinkin'. Sup• Jeddy."
per will be ready in a few minutes, anyhow."
Theroar of the approaching train could now
p,ainly be heard, and as they looked down the CHAPTER VI.-The Plans of the Colonel and
His Bad Bun~h.
Jong stretch of track they saw it coming around
the curve.
There really was as many as half a dozen · •
"It's a passenger train this time," Jim Dart
said, with a nod of his head. "I wonder how .rooms that were used for guests at the GTeen
Junction Hotel. One of them was hired stea dily
many passengers will get off at this station."
"Not more than a hundred, I reckon," the scout by Colonel Dits<5n, and whenever he came to town,
a s it was called, he took possessio~ of it. It .was
retorted, with a laugh.
By the time the train pulled in at the little de- · in this rootn the rascally man was found by Sweet
pot there was quite a crowd gathered there to see Oil Bill, the bartender, when he went to look for
it. The whole ten cow-punchers had come over as him to let him know that Young Wild West ~
a matter of course, but if Colonel Ditson was still wanted to see him. After the young deadshot
in town he did not' show himself. By this time the and his two partners left the place the colonel
cow-punchers were very much under the influence treated the cow-punchers a few times, and then
of tpe liquor they had been drinking all the after- thinking of his horse, sent one of them over to
noon, and their boisterous shouts and laughter the store. The cow-puncher found the man wa itcould be heard above the sounds made by the es- ing with the horse, · a nd al so the hat, and he
caping steam of the locomotive. Our friends promptly took possession of both. When the hc1t
stood watching, and they could see between t he was restored to him the colonel became _very
cars that more than orte per son got off the tl·ain angry, and the things he said about Young Wild
In addition to the conductor and brakemen . The West and his friends were anything but nice.
train did not remain there more than five minutes, However, he made no open threats against t hem,
and then th e bell rang and away it went, · while and after a while he cooled down and ordered his
a sl1C1ut. was heard from the crowd as if they were horse to be put in the shed back of the hotel,
wi shini,, it luck on ,ts furth er journey. As the after which he threw a twenty-dollar gold-piece
k1st car went past, our frie nds saw the c ow- upon the ba r and t old the men to drink it up.
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Then the only sequence was that he should go
to his1room, for he had been drinking a little more
than was good for him, since he was not addicted
much that way, as a rule. The co,lonel did not
take the trouble to disrobe, but lay down upon
the bed in the room, after iocking the door, and
was soon asleep. It was not until he heard the
shooting that was done by the cow-punchers as
- they were chasing the tenderfoot to the hotel that
· he awoke. Naturally, he thought a big fight was
on, and, of course, took it for granted that the
cow-punchers were having it out with Young
. Wild West and his partners. He soon became
fully awake, and then Jiearing the tramping of
many feet and the shouts and yells, as well as
laughter, by the cow-punchers in the bar-room below, he decided that they must have been victori. ous.
Surely they would not be laughing in that way
· if they had met with anything like defeat. The
colonel paused before a little mirror and took
pains to brush his hair up a little. ' Then he
picked up the sombrero that 1had been shot from
• his head, and after-looking at the two bullet holes
and shaking his head ruefully, he donned it and
. unlocked the door. He was just in time to see a
• man coming up the stairs in a frightened way,
; each hand clutching a traveling bag.
"What's the matter?" the colonel demanded, as
· he stepped back at the head of the stairs.
.. "A lot of drunken rowdies have been hazing
me," was the reply. "But it's all right. I'm here
now, and when they sober down I'll talk to them."
"Oh!" and the colonel started to go on downstairs.
"Git back there, every blamed one of you'!'' he
heard Sweet Oil Bill call out. "Thts is a public
house, an' it's run on the principle of a first-class
hotel. That man has come here to stop for a
while, an' it makes no difference if it's only for
· an hour or two weeks. He's the guest of the·
place, an' I ain't' goin! to allow nobody to interfere with him. You had your fun outside. Now
let it -drop."
It fl.ashed upon the colonel right away what
the shooting meant. His men had been having
fun with the tenderfoot arrival, and had not been
fighting with Young Wild West at all. Somewhat relieved, 'he went on downstairs, and he
found the bartender facing the cow-punchers, who
seemed to be rather angry.
"Boys," the colonel ~ailed out sternly, "let the
man alone:- He's upstairs, and that settles it."
It did settle it, for the crowd became subdued
at once. Evidently the colonel had a big influence over them. Somewhat relieved, Sweet Oii
.
Bill went behind the bar.
"I'm sartin.ly havin' a high old time of it today with Ui.e boss away, colonel," he said. "But
they -all know that I ain't afrai~ of 'em, an' that's
how 1 manage to carry business on straight. I
s'pose some fellers would quit the job and let 'em
run the place. But I ain't buili. that way. I ain't
only the fashion-plate of this. here part of the
country, but I've got enough sand in me to make
me stick, an' I'm somewhat good on the shoot.
They all know that, colonel."
• "Yes, they all know that, Bill," was the reply.
,"It certainly has been a howling old afte:cnoon."
. "Too bad you got in trouble with Younir Wild

-West, too.''
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"No, it isn't too bad. I'm a lady killer, Bi•,
and you ought to know it."
"I don't know how I could ever know it. I
never seen yer breakin' any ladies' hearts. 'rhe
fact is, there ain't enough ladies in these parts
to have their ·hearts broke, or anything like that.
• But you sartinly made a mistake when you tried
it on that gal of. Young Wild West's. Big_ Ted
tried somethin' like it, an' he got the worst lickin'
he ever had in his life. You got your hat shot
from your head an' had to run faster than you
ever did afore. But it's all right, colonel. l
reckon it's my treat. What are you goin' to
have?"
"Nothing," was the reply. "I -have had too
much already. I want to. have a talk with my
men. I'll just call them in the back room."
"All right, suit yourself," and Sweet Oil Bill
turned to wait on a man who had been yelling for
·
a drink fo;r the past minute or two.
The colonel went about the room, speakin~ t c
each of the ten cow-punche1·s in 'a whisper, '. and
then when ,he turned and went through the doorway into the rear room, it- was not long .before
they all followed him. · When they were inside
the colonel motioned them to be seated, for there
were plenty of chairs fbr the purpose, after whicl1
he shut the door and pushed the bolt so. .no one
else could , enter. ·
"Now then, boys,,., he said, in . a low tone of
voice, but plenty loud enough for them all to hear
him plainly, "you .all know me pretty well, don't
·
you?"
· "You bet," came the reply.
"Not so loud. I don't want Sweet Oil 'Bill to
hear what I am talking about."
There was a silence then, ·and after thinking fot:
a moment the villainous inan continued, still keep_
·
ing his voice very low:
"Just to show Sweet Oil Bill, for one, and any. boa.y else who has heard my boast of. being a lady
killer, I am going to marry that golden-haired
girl who is now at the camp the other side of ·thc
.
station."
"Whew!" one of the cow-punchers exclaimed,
and then all gave v.ent to a similar exclamation
l!S they looked at their employer in astonishment. ·
"Maybe yoft're surprised," he went on. "I just
said that you all knew me, but you don't. I am
something more than you think I am. I don't care
a rap for anything ip. the way of law and order."
"Of course you don't, colonel," Big Ted spoke
. up. "You send us out to stea1 cattle, an' then
you send us h ere to ship 'em. That shows you
·
·
don't care much about the law."
"Silence, Ted," the colonel commanded angrily.
"I. wasn't talking of that. I meant to 'imply that
as far a s something worse than stealing cattle
goes I don't care anything about the law and order. I want Young Wild West and his partners
to be put out of existence, and it mus _be don e '
between now .and morning. Then I'll take cha1·ge
of the golden-haired girl, and I'll give her a fail'
chance to think it over for a few days, and decide whether she wants to become my bride or not.
Now then, I hardly think it is necessary for me
to say anything further. You all understand
what I want you to do."
"I'll clean out Young Wild West all right!" Ted
exclaimed, a savage gleam showing in his eyes.
"I · made up my mind to that when I was settin'
on the ground after he had knocked me silly for
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'
a ·while. I'll fix him up, colonel, an' you kin bet - This was very pleasing to Colonel Ditson, and
your life it will be done afore tomorrow morning, rising from the table he had taken a seat at, he
too."
walked up and down the room a few times, , i;tnd
"That sounds good, Ted. If you can do that then paused while all eyes turned upon him. ·
much I'm sure the other nine of you ought to
"Boys," he remarked, "maybe you know how to
take care of the boy's two partners. One of them carry this out better than I do. I am going to
is merely a boy, and the other is a pretty tough remain right at the hotel until the thing has 'been
sort of man, I imagine."
done. Then I'll ride 'with you to the ranch. I
"They kin both shoot put ty nigh. as good as don't know as it is necessary for me. to-say _anyYoung Wild West ," came from a fellow who was thing further. We'll go out in the bar-room now
well back of the rest. "I don't want to give 'em and have something more to drink.
I'm; just
a chance. on me if I kin help it."
about in the humor to try some myself."
"What's the matter with you, Jei:.ry?" Big Ted
Then he_ stepped over and unlocked the door,
asked, a s he turned half angrily to the speaker, and the cow-punchers hurriedly made their exit
showing that the side of his jaw had s wollen so from the room. As they did this a smiling . face
much that it was all out of proportion. "Ain't possessing a pair of almond eyes showed a1;' one .
gittin' scared, are you?"
of the windows of the room, and then quickly
"No, I ain't gettin' scared, . but I'll say right disappeared. It was Hop Wah, the c:lever Chinee. ,
here that I've been scared ev-er since I seen how
easy that kid knocked the stuffin' out -of you. It's
all right for the colonel to talk the way he's doin',
CHAPTER VII.-Hop and the Tenderfoot.
an' what you say sounds• mighty good, too. But
look what happened to yer. Jest .look at the side
of your face now. Who done that, Ted?"
Hop Wah was anxious to get ba'c k to the bar!'Huh I" exclaimed the big leader of the cow- rom of the shanty hotel, so while Young Wild
punchers. ".Anybody co~ld do that, if I was to· West and his friends were watching the train
let him. It don't say jest 'cause that boy knows during the short time they remained at the stahow to fight putty good an' caught me fair an' tion, he helped himself to what he wanted for his
square when I wasn't loo\cin', that he amounts supper. The result was that when the others
to enough to be scared by."
sat down to eat he had about enough, and before
they finished he managed to slip away and cros11
"Oh, yes, it does," and Jerrr shook his head th
t
k ·th t be"
b
db
doggedly. "He kin fight witli his fists, an' everye rac WI ou
mg O serve Y anyone. H op
was now well satisfiecl that he need
little
body what's ever heard of him knows putty well from the cow-punchers. Young Wild fear
West · had
he kin shoot faster than chained lightnm', an' hit taken the starch out of them, so to sp~ak, and he
the mark every time. But don't think I'm growl- wanted · the opportunity to show them what. he
in', 'cause I ain't. I'll stick to the gang .as long could do when he took the notion. Of course, he
as there's anythinl!,' left of it to stick to. That's did not mean to create any excitement, for that
me."
·
would be too ·easy. What he did want to do was
What Jerry said seemed to impress everyone to make them feel that he was
considerably above
there, including the colonel. There was a short the ordinary run of mortals. This being the case,
silence for a few seconds, and then the latter he was all prepared when he left the camp. Once
said:
,
over the track, the clever Chinee slipped around
"If I thought. you boys were going back on me to the other side of the station, and this time he
I'd discharge you all right now. You must know felt that Cheyenne Charlie would not be able to
pretty well by this tiIJ\.e tl\at I am not keeping head him off before he got to his destination. He
you for what I am making from your services. was right, too, for 'no one missed him, and the
I've got enough money to live on""the rest of my result was that it was only a -very short time bedays, even if I live to be a hundred. It's only the fore he was behind the so-called hotel. ·n hapdesire to keep tbings going and have someone to pened that just as he got there and was about to
boss that makes me remain in business. As I open the rear door, the colonel and his ten cowhave already told you, I have made up my mind punchers hurriedly entered the room. Hop peered
to get possession of the golden-haired girl. Just through a window, and recognized . the bunch inas soon as she is kidnaped I am going to take her stantly.
,
·
down to the ranch and put her in charge .,f the
"Evelythling allee light," he thought. "Maybe
Mexican woman who keeps house for me. Ted," me findee outtee somethling. "Me watchee."
and he nodded to the big .leader of the cowHe did watch, but he listened a great deal more,
punchers, "it is your wife I am speaking of. You . and heard everything that was said in the room
are th~only man in the bunch who is married, during the time the vilfainous gang was assemand wh~n you selected a wif~ you wis~ly t<><?k a bled there. Hop was more than pleased when he
good woman, even though she 1s of Mexican birth. · saw them all go out into the bar-room but ponShe'II do just as she is told; and that's why she is dered a moment as to whether he should go-direct
an extra good woman."
_ to the camp and report what he had heard, or go
"Oh, she'll take care of the· gal, all right, an' into the bar-room and proceed to have a · little
you kin bet on that," Big Ted answered. "It's fun. He decided that it would be time enough
all right, colonel. Things are goin' your- way. a little later to let Young Wild West know what
Young Wild West an' his pards is goin' to be the Bad Bunch intended to do, so he made.Jiis way
-cleaned up afore mornin', an' when th~ sun rises around to the front of the shanty structure and
for the next time the gal will be safe at the ranch then walked leisurely inside. There were more
an' in charge of my old woman. There ain't no hangets-on there than there had been during the
use in talkin' any more about it, 'cause it's all entire day, since ·quite a few had been working,
settled beforehand."
and after hearing what had taken place, congre-
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gated there to learn all about iL. Tne ba1·-room
was really quite full, but thei-e was always rllom
for one more, and Hop surely could :,queeze
through a crowd if· anyone could. He manag·ed to
get inside without anr of the cow-punchers ,;eeing
him, until he tried to get to the bar. '!'hen one u..
them, who was called Mike, called o·ut excitedly:
"Here's Young Wild West's heathen. What are
you goin' to do with him, -boys'!"
""~ou ain't goin' to do nothin' with hi11}," Sweet
Oil Bill answered qulckly, his eyes fla;;hing. "lf
you have got anything agin' Young Wild West,
go an' have it out with him; but thi,; here heathen
seems to be ail right."
"He is, eh"!" iiig Ted -answered, s_o mewhat
fiercely. "I sorter think he was the one what
came near blowin' the place up."
· "You ain't got no nght to think that way, if
you do. I'm blamin' somebody in your crowd for ,
it. I happen to know that more than one of yer .
has been carryin' gunpowder around with yer.'·
Hop knew that he had better get ~way from
the crowd; so he would have a chance to do something in case they all · iurned upon him, so he
pushed his way through until he reached the ope!1
doorway to the back i:oom. But the colonel came
to his rescue, however, and, raising his hand,
shouted:
"Boys, a common Chinaman certainly has nothing to do with th.if case. It matters not whether
he belongs to Young Wild West's party or not.
Let him alone."
"That's the way to talk, colonel," Sweet Oil
Bill exclaim•ed.:- "I've an idea that the heathen
has got money to spend, an' I'm doin' the best I
kin to take in a good pile while the boss -i · away.
I expect him back at any timf! , an' when he comes
I want to have somethin' to show in the drawer.''
"If the heathen has got so much ~oney, it
might be well for him to treat the cr\:nyd, an'
the,i he'll be safe to stay in here," one of the
cow-punchers spoke up sugge1;tively.
"Me gottee plenty money," Hop au~wered
quickly. "Maybe you gottee plenty money."
"Oh, I reckon I've got about a s much a s you
_
have, heathen.''
•'Allee light. Maybe we chuckee dicee for um
.
dlink; len ? Me no flaid."
"You want to chuck dice to see who treats the
crowd, heathen?" and the man pushed his way
·
forward eagrly.
. "Yes. Me likee chuckee dicee, so be. Me velly
smartee Chinee."
"Are you sure you · have got enough money to
pay for the drinks-if you happen to git stuck?"
"Me gottee plenty money," Hop declared, and
then to prove that he had, he drew a handful of
gold ai:ul silver from his pocket and displayed it
before all hands.
"He's got money enough," said Sweet Oil Bill,
with a satisfied shake of the head. "Jest let him
alone as far as that goes. If he's willin' to chuck
dice with yer, go on. I'm here to sell drinks, an'
there ain't no use in makin' any delay about it."
"Hand u s the dice, boss, an' we'll mighty soon
settle this here thing. It's goin' to cost somethin' like five or six dollars to treat this here
crowd, an' maybe a .little more."
"Me no care," Hop answered, smiling blandly.
"If you don't, I'm sul'e I don't care, either.
Come on, heathen."
The· box containing three dice was quickly
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handed over, and the cow-puncner rattkd them a
few times and then rolled the little cubes upon
the bal'.
"Thirteen!" he called out jubilantly. "There's
a six, a five an' a deuce. Heathen, if you kin beat
that I'll be mighty willin' to pay for the round."
"Me beatee lat allee light," Hop answered confidently, and then he stepped up and took the dice
·
from the bar.
Instead of putting them into the box, he let
three of about the same size which were concealed in the palm of his hand drop in. They we1;e
his trick dicP., of which he had- two or three sets,
and the spot.; un thE!m we1•e all fives and sixes.
This made it so that it would be impossible for
him to throw any less than fifteen. His sleightof-hand abilities enabled hint to carry out this sort
of thing with the greatest of ease. He rattled the
dice in the leather cup, and then let tllem roll
,
UJ)on the bar.
"Great ginger!" exclaimed Big Ted. "He's
beat yer, Simmons. He's got .sixteen.'
Sure enough, thei·e were t"wo fives and a six
showing up.
"Lat velly easy," Hop said blandly, and then
he scooped up the dice and, reaching out with his
hand, placed the three that belonged to the sa.
loon upon the bar.
"I s'pose I'm stuck, an' as I ain't no squealet,
I'll pay fo1· the drinks. Put 'em out, Bill," the
def~ated man said, rather sheepishly.
Just then a knocking was heard on the door
going upstairs . .
"Wait a minute, Simmons," Sweet Oil Bill
sand, as he hastily came from behind the bar. "I
reckon the stranger you fellers chased in here
a little while ago wants somethin'."
"Bring him right out here in the bar-room,"
Colonel Ditson spoke up. "I'll see to it that the
boys behave themselves."
It must have been that the tenderfoot at the
other side of the door heard the remark, for he
opened the door and stepped out.
"Gentlemen," he said, "I hope you are more
calm than you were right after my arrival at the
depot. I am a. stranger here, but that don't
mean that I am not a good fellow. I expect to do
some business, and I am going to start right in
now, if there are no objections raised.''
"What did you want, stranger?" the bartender
asked, looking at him, somewhat surprised.
!'Something to eat and something to drink "
'
.
was the reply.
He was told _to go into the dining room and
make known his wants, which he did. When he
was satisfied, he again came in to the barroom.
He now told all hands that he was a jewelry •
sale~m!1n and before he left he would place some
of "lus Jewelry before them to buy if they so wish- •
ed. Hop_ Wah now showed some of his sleight-ofhand tncks and kept all hands interested while
doing so.
CHAPTER VIII.-Arietta Help s in Her Own
Capture. ·
It seemed that the cow-punchers were in a very
good humor now. There was no talk about shooting anybody, and Young Wild West's name was
not mentioned. The lamps were lighted in the
place and then more men began assembling in th..
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place. But some of them were in the back room
"You gittee allee samee killee before tomollow
now, and card games were . starting. The pro- m ning.'.'
prietor of the shanty hotel arrived about this
"Is that so?"
time, and Swee,t Oil Bill showed how glad he was
"Lat light, Misler Wild, if -you no watchee.''
by saying:
.
"Go ahead and tell us all about it, Hop.''
"Well, by thun<fer, there's been more business
"Um bad colonel tellee ~m cow-punchers ley
than a little here this afternoon, an' I've been must allee samee killee you and Misler Charlie
workin' mighty hard. It's about time you got and Misler Jim. Len ley takee Missee Alietta to
he1·e; boss."
um lanch. Um colonel wantee mally _Missee
The boss, whose name was John Evers, nodded Alietta. 'He velly bad Melican man, Misler
and laughingly retorted:
Wild.''
•
"That's all right, Bill. I can always- depend on
"Then they are going to attack us between now
you. If you did a . good business for me I won't a11d morning, is that the idea?"
forgit you for it. You kin.g<t off now, if you want
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me hear lem talkee
to."
'boutee."
"That's jest what I'm goin' to do,, boss," and
"And they mean to kidnap Arietta, eh?"
Sweet Oil Bill paused-long enough to look at him"Lat light, Misler Wild.''
·
self in the glass to make sure that his hair was
"All right. We would have been ready for
parted in the middle all right, and then came on them withqut hearing this, but I'm mighty glad
outside of the bar. He quickly retired to another you have learned what their intentions are. Just
part of the house, and then Evers was kept busy wait till the cow-punchers come over here to atfor a while. Hop was not long in gettip.g into tack us. There will be something starting to
a game of draw poker, and knowing that he had happen, and I'll bet on it."
a bad crowd to deal with, he was very careful
Hop went into details and related how he
in what he did. By clever work he kept on play- listened at the window of the back room· of had
the
ing for a couple of hours, winning now and then, shanty hotel and heard what the colonel and his
until he had accumulated as much as a couple of i:nen were talking about. Then he went on to rehundred dollars to the good. He could easily late what had followed, declaring that it had
have cleaned out those playing with him, but he turned out all 1·ight, and that he certainly had a
knew that he might get shot if he did so, so he very good time and had returned to the camp
contented himself with going it rather- easy. about two hundred dollars richer than when he
Young Wild West and his partners did not ven- left it.
ture over to the shanty saloon that evening. It
"You can go to sleep now, ' Hop," the young
was not becaui;;e they were afraid to do so, but deadshot said. "Jim will take t~ first trick .at
'they simply wanted to give the cow-punchers a watching, as usual, and you can bet that if any•
chance to cool down from their excitement. It one comes sneaking around here he'll know it.
must have been past ten o'clock when Hop sud- Those fellows could never get here without makdenly thought _of what he had heard the villain- ing enough noise to put us on our guard. I ·am
ous gang talking about. Then he arose from going to turn in, too.''
the card table, and, making an excuse, left the
Hop gave a nod, and then bidding all hands
place. When he got to the camp he found that · good-night, went into the tent. The young
deadthe girls had retired, and that Wild and the scout shot and the scout were not long in following,
were just thinking of doing the same tQing.
and then Jim was left on guard. The fire that
"Had a good time, heathen?" Cheyenne Charlie had beeu kindled to cook the evening meal had
asked, looking at the Chinaman suspiciously.
long since died out, ap.d Jim quickly_extinguished
"Velly goodee timee, Misler Char lie."
the lantern that had been burning. It was a
"Managed to keep sober, I see."
bright, starlight night, and the boy knew "t,hat
"Lat light, Misler Cha-rlie. Me velly goodee the only possible direction that anyone might at€hinee. Me no dlink velly muchee."
tack them from with anything like success was
"How did the tenderfoot make out, Ho:p? We from the high banks above. After thinking it
have been expecting to hear shooting going on, over, he decided to climb up there and
there
but there has been no signs that would indicate on watch. Fro:m the top of t.qe bank he,stay
could see
that there was excitement over there, so we the entire village, and, of course, by looking
the
stayed right here," said Wild.
other way could sweep that section, too, with tho
"He makee outtee velly muchee goodee, Misler exception, possibly, of the wood.s. Satisfied that
Wild. He velly smartee Melican man. He sellee the cow-punchers, if they really meant to attack
• watchee plenty muchee."
the camp, would gather in the woods before doing
so, the boy climbed up the bank and took a seat
Then Hop showed his watch.
"That isn't a bad timepiece," Jim Dart said, on a fallen tree.
with a shrug of the shoulders, "but I reckon it
· Once he got there he gave a nod of satisfacdidn't cost that fellow more than five dollars at tion, for it would be impossible for the gang to
the most."
.
leave the shanty hotel without him seeing them.
"Um watcliee no costee me somethling, Misler ·· He remamed there for fully two hours, now and
Jim. Um.Melican man allee samee makee plesent then rising ·to his feet and pacing back and forth.
to me. Me showee nicee lillee tlick, and he velly But no one appeared. Occasionally he could hear
glad. Len he sellee watchee and plenty thlings a shout or a burst of laughter coming from the
to um bad colonel. He givee um cow-punchers hotel, and this assured him that the villains were
presents. But, Misler ·Wild," and he turned to the still there. Finally it cam~ time for him to
yo_ung deadshot, "me ' wan tee tell you some- arouse Cheyenne Charlie, so he descended the
thling." .
bank and promptly did so. After telling the
"What do you want to tell me, Hop 1" the boy scout where he" had been, Charlie gave a nod ancl
asked..
declared that he would go up there, too. He wu
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just starting to do so, and Jim was half into the ry," Big Ted said. "We may as well light out
teJJ,t, when the scout heard the unmistakable like chained lightnin' now for the ranch. We'll
overtake the colonel putty soon, that's sure."
sounds made by hurrying feet.
Away they .rode at a gallop, and' when two or .
"Hey, Jim!" he called out softly. "I reckon
three miles had been covered they suddenly saw
they're comin'. Jest wake Wild."
It took Dart but a second to arouse the young a horseman waiting for them in the centre of the
deadshot, and then the three soon had the satis- trail. It was Colonel Di~son. After laying his
faction of seeing a number of dark forms com- plans and sending the two sneaking to the camp,
ing from the shanty hotel, but not straight for while the other eight men went around by another way. to attack it, the colonel had quietly
·
the camp.
"They're heading for the patch of woods," the left the hotel, and by keeping the buildings of the
young deadshot said, as he coolly drew a revolver. settlement between him and the camp of our
"Now then, I reckon the best way to do it is to friends, had succeeded in getting away. · So far
prevent them from getting there. We'll take .t he plan had worked out nicely. By what may
them by surprise, and I am going_ to give them be called nothing else than good fortune to the
one more chance. While I know they are a bad villains, Arietta had assisted them in her own
•
lot, they certainly wouldn't do anything like this capture.
"Hello, there!" Big Ted called out, as he didif the rascally colonel did not urge them on.
Boys, we'll just get over there behind the rocks, not quite recognize who it was at a ·halt in the
and when they pass to go to the high ground · road.
"Is that you, Ted?" the voice inquired.
where the woods is, we'll face them and give them
'IYou bet it is, colonel. I thought we would
the surprise of their live.s."
Arietta happened to be half awake .at the time mighty soon come across yer. I've -got the gal."
"You have?"
Charlie notified Jim that the cow-punchers were
The colonel spoke in an ~cited way, and then
coming. She did not disturb Anna and Eloise,
. ·
but quickly began putting on her outer garments. came galloping to them.
"Are you sure it's the_ right one?" he asked
Then she waited in the tent and listened to what
Wild was telling his partners. When they .hur- eagerly, as he leaned over and tried to peer in the
ried away she softly left the tent and started to face of the helpless girl.
"I reckon it is. There ain't no mistake about
follow them. The brave girl w~ anxious -.t;o take
part in surpr ising the Bad Bunch, but she did it. She came out of the tent jest as we got up
not want to let Wild, Charlie and Jim know that close to it. Sorter acted as though she wanted to
she · was there. CoIMlequently she moved around ta~ part in shootin' down the bunch. I held my
in anotner direction. But it was a bad move for hand over her mouth for some little time, an'
her, for at the very time Jim was descending the then I stuffed the handkerchief into it. I reckon
bank to awaken Cheyenne Charlie, twQ men had you may as well fix her up now so she can't yell."
Though her hands were tied, Arietta struggled
sneaked around from across the railroad track.
They crept up to the two tents qlili.kly, and as the fiercely, for she· could not bear to be even in the
girl started to move slightly to the right, they presence of the villainous colonel. But it was
merely had to crouch behind some bushes and useless, and soon the handkerchief was thrust in
wait for her to come to them. Unconscious of the her mouth and another tied about her head so it
danger that.thr eatened her, Arietta stepped along was impossible for her to do anything more than
briskly. The next instant two forms burst from to breathe through her notrils, much less speak.
"Let me have her," the colonel said. "She is to
behind the bushes and a hand was clapped over
be the
her mouth before she had a · chaance to make an be my bride, you know, so I may as well By
the
one to convey her to her future home.
outcry.
and see how
"Ha, miss, I reckon you're the r ight one " a way, Ted, you had better go back
hoarse voice whispered close to her ear. "The the rest are making out. . Did you hear any shootcolonel sartinly knows his business. He sent us ing?"
"Not a shot. But there was some yellin'."
over here to sneak around, knowin' t hat Young
"That is strange. But never mind, go on back.
Wild West an' his pards would most likely hear
the gang comin' an' be on the watch for 'em. It You, too, Jerry. I'll take the young lady to the
saved us the _trouble of goin' into the tent after ranch."
The two cow-punchers did not act as if they
yer. Yes, you're the right· one. You have got
cared a lot about going back, but the boss had
what the colon~l cans the golden hair."
It was Big Ted who said this, and his h~avy ordered them to do it, so they turned and rode
ha~d almost smothered the girl, while the other away at a canter; and then Colonel Ditson
villain clutched her arms and was already putting chuckling villainously, started his horse in th~
a rope about her body. N'oiselessly the girl was · direction of his ranch.
spirited away to the other side of the railroad
track. Then Big Ted remained in charge of her
while his companion -hastened to get the horses.
CHAPTER IX.-Hot on the Trail.
It did not take long for him to do this, and then,
as they had no doubt been instructed to do, the
Young Wild West and his partners easily
two villains mounted, and, takini the helpless
Arietta on the horse with him, Big Ted star ted reacJ:i.ed a place among the rocks, and were. able
off at a walk, so that the hoof -beats might not be to hide themselves before the approaching men
heard by the girl's friends. The other. man fol- neared them. Certainly the cow-punchers were
lowed him, and when they had ,gone -probably a not moving along cautiousl}", and the young deadshot was. ~ot lobg in counting them as they came
hundred yards, they heard excited shouts.
up. Notrcmg that there were but eight he could
"I reckon the gang has been discovered, J er- not help wondering where the other two ~ere. But
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that made little or no difference. If there had muzzle of his gun ther~ was a response, and then
been twenty more it would be all the same. He more -of them shouted m a ,;ort of hurrah though
it certainly did not come from the hea;-t. But
nudged his partners and whispered:
"Now, boys, just :cemain perfectly quiet and they were completely co ed, and Wild and 'his
wait till they get right here. Then we'll mighty partners marched them back to the hotel. Sweet
Oil Bill, the bar~nder, and Dol~ver, the tendersoon call them to an account."
Charlie and Jim ~odded, and then a few sec- foot, stood in front of the bar-room door the
onds later the young deadshot suddenly leaped · light of a flaming oil lamp falling full upon them.
from behind a rock and confronted the men, a re- The former had his hat in his hand, ~nd his well. greased hair -and the part in the middle showed
volver in either hand.
"Up with your hands, you sneaking coyotes! " plainly. The latte1· looked on in a frightened
he called out, sharply. "We have got you dead sort qf way, for evidently he could not understand what it meant by seeing eight men marchto rights."
. The scout and Dart leaped around from the ing_ ~o 1;.he place with their 1-!ands clasped upon
other side of the rock, and the a stonished cow- • their heads. But when he got a glimpse of Young
Wild West, who had dropp'i!d one of his revolvers
punchers promptly threw up their hands.
. "Going to clean us up and carry off the in the holster and was carrying the other in a
girls, eh?" the young deadshot ,said, as he stepped way that told that h e was ready to use it, the
\lP and peered into the faces of the villains. tenderfoot jewelry man called out:
"Hello! What does this mean?"
"Where is Big Ted?"
· '!It means that we've just captured this gang.
There was no reply to the question, so the boy
. peered closer at every one of them, and discov- There are two more of I.hem around here somewhere~ and we want them, too," the boy retorted.
e:i;ed that he was not there.
"I lcnow who you mean, but they went out a
"You're a fine lot, I must say," he said, as he •
turned back and nodded t o one whom he took to little ahead of this btµieh. I was watching them, ,
be the a"cting leader. . "What is your name, any- and I_saw them go by the back way."
." Oh, is that so? Did they leave on horseback?"
how?"
"Yes, they took their horses away. I was won"Mike Feeny,'' was the reply.
"You were sent over here to clean us out, and dering what they were up to, but that fellow who
Colonel Ditson was the- man who sent you. Is bought so much stuff of me sent them, I think."
· "Y·o u can bet your life he did, Young Wild
that right?"
"We didn't come to clean you out, Young Wild West," Sweet Oil Bill Spoke up. "Colonel Ditson
had somethin' up his sleeve, an' Big Ted an one of
.
West," the man decla1·ed.
. "N:o lying, now," and the boy pressed the muz- the other men was sent out to· do what he wanted
zle of a revolver against the fellow's nose. "\Ve 'em to."
This was somewhat puzzling to our he1·0. But
know all about it. One of our Chinamen was
J.iBtening while you had the little meeting in the he could :r.et imagine why two of the villains
back rootn of the shanty hotel. We know all should have left the shanty saloon before the r est.
"Well," he slJld, after a pause, "these fellows
about it, so if ~rou try to lie it will be the worse
for you. Now then, the colonel sent you ove1· he1·e should be hanged or shot, by rights, but I am going to let them go. We'll look after the other two
to clean us out, didn't he?"
later."
"Yes," came the reply, in a low tone of voice.
"What did they do, Young Wild West?"
"But ~we were a little too sha1·p for you, and
This question came from the proprietor of the
,
you failed to do it."
"I reckon you was too sharp for us, Young Wild place as he stepped up.
"They really didn't do anything, boss," was the
West. But let me go, won't yer? I'll promise you
that I'll neve1· try anything like this ag'in. I reply. "But they started to come over to our
camp for the purpose of cleaning us out. They
didn't much want to do it, anyhow."
were instructed by the colonel to kill u s, and we
"Where is Big Ted, your leader?"
"He didn't come with us. Another feller named know it for a fact."
"ls that so? I didn't think Colonel Ditson would
Jerry didn't, either. Most likely they're over at
stoop quite as low as that, though I've al ways
the whisky-mill with the colonel."
knowed that there ain't a whole lot of good in
Wild thought for a moment, and then decided him. How about it, Mike?" and the man turned
that he had the cow-punchers about where he and looked questioningly at the fellow who had
wanted them, and that it would hardly be neces- been the acting leader .
sary to d{sarm them, unless he intended to make
"There a in 't no u se in denyin' it, 'cau se one of
them prisoners. But he did not want to do this,
for that would put them to altogether t oo much Young Wild West's Chinamen was listenin' when
we had a little m eetin' in the back room," was the
trouble.
"\iVhere are your horses ?" he asked , after a reply. "The colonel wanted Young Wild West an'
his pards killed, an' he wanted the gal with the
pause.
light hair. That's all I know about it. We was
"They're tied behind the hotel."
" All right, we'll go over and get them. I am workin' for him, an' we jest felt that we had to do
going to give yo· f' , !lows two minutes to get out a s he told us."
"You're a putty lot then, I must say. Bad
1, keep your hands on top of
of sight. Now
your heads and march right over to the hot el." 1 Bunch a in't no name for yer. An' Young Wild
"Hooray!" Cheyenne Charlie shouted, w aving West is goin' to let you go after all this, is he?"
"I don'~ want to be bothered with them as prishis hat. "If they ain't the sneakiest lot of galoots I even seen in all my life! Whoopee, oners," tfie Y,Oung deadshot retorted. "I am going
whoopee! Wow, wow, wow ! Jine in with me, to Jet them .go, and they can keep their guns, too_
But just a s sure as the sun will rise to-mor row
you measly coyotes, an' yell."
As he prodded two or three of them with the morning, if we happen to come acr oss them agaiJl ,
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irt our tra vel;.; ,ve are going to open· fire upon
"Sartin of it," was the r eply. "He went away
them and ci10vt t o k i ll. That will be about all, I afor e t he ·cow-punchers left."
r eck9n."
"All right. Now then, how far is his place
Th~ young deadshot t hen sicpped aside and mo- f rom here?"
'
t ion.ed· for t he coW-lJuncher s to make themselves
::Not _more t han t en miles, I reckon."
SCI\Z:Ce. This they were not long in doing. They
Which way do we go to find it ?"
a ll made a bolt behind the building, and two min"'~' ake the t rail right out there this side of tha
utes .later. the cla tter of hoofs sounded, telling station. It runs a long close to that strip of trees
plainly that they were ridin g away. This had and bushes you kin see over ·there."
.
barely happened when H op Wah came 'r unning
"All right; thank you. I don't mind t elling you
excitedly t o t he saloon.
· t~at the. colonel has taken {)ne uf our girls with
· "ldisler Wild !" he called out. "Somethin' velly him to his ranch, and that Big Ted and the other
mu<;hee w.long, so be."
·
f ellow succeeded in kidnaping her without the
''What's -the mat ter, Hop?" and t he boy start~d knowledge of ·any _one· at the camp. We are going
tow:ard h im, feeling right away that something to get her, a nd it may be that you will never
se1·ious was the matter. .
see the colonel alive again."
'!We no findee Missee Alietta."
"This is what I call amazin'," Sweet Oil Bill.
"What!"
·
crJM. "Who would have thought that Colonel
The boy was really astounded.
D1tson would turn out, in this way?"
1
."Missee Anna and Missee Eloise say
she no in
But Young Wild West and his p1irtners did
um ·t ent." ·.
not he~r what he said last. _They went galloping
"That's· what I call mighty strange, Wild," the away hke ~ streak, and, t.u rmng when they reachscout exclaimed, and then without anything fur- ed the trail, were soon following it as fast as
ther he started:on a run to the camp.
their horses could carry them. Half a mile from
,
Wild and Jim followed him, leaving those in the 'iillage they came to a straight stretch of the
front of the shanty hotel looking on in astonish- trail, and when they suddenly saw two horsemen
ment. When the three -reached the camp they emerge_ over a rise, they made up ·their minds that
found Anna and Eloise in a state of great excite- somethmg would ~oon happerr; possibly in . their
ment. Neither had heard the girl leave the tent, favor. 'l'hey contmued on at a gallop, and sudand it was not until the shouting rang out that ~enly the two ·horsemen ~ho had been ~ppr~achthey were awakene~. But the ~ac~ that the ~rl's m~ them turned and,;went m the otJ:ier ~brec.tion.
hat and outer clothmg were m1ssmg told plamly
Now then, ~,oys, ou:r- hero said, m his cool
that· she had left .the tent of her own accord. a~d ct\sy way, I am go!ng to put Sitpflre on to
Anyhow, they were both willing to declare that · his m\\ttle. Possibly I will leave you behind a bit.
it would have been impossible for any one. to have but I wa;11t to overtake those two fellows, for I
sneaked in and captured the girl without arous- have an },<lea that they ate the .two cow-punchers
ing -them.
·
we want.
"Boys," the young deadshot ~aid, ' coolly, for he
Charlie and Jim gave a nod, and then the bo:,
had· not been long in recovering from the amaze- spoke sharply to the sorrel,. and the result was
ment that came upon him at_what Hop said, "I that_ he bounded ahead. Swiftly the fleet-footed
reckon we now know why Big Ted and the other ~~~~1 0~ covered the ground,. and after turning a
fellow left the 'place ahead of the rest. They curve m the road, Young Wild West saw the two
have got Arietta and carried her away. We 'have hors~men not more th~n. a hun~ed yard~ a~ead
got to get on the trail without delay."
of h~m. They were r1dmg as 1f for !he1Fhyes,
"But we don't know 'Which way they went," the and 1f any one could have ~een the boys race J~st
scout declared, excitedly.
then, theY, would h~ve noticed th:it a grim smile
"We'll soon find out, and no mistake about was showm~ ';IPOn it. Revolver m hand, h~ galthat," was the reply. "All we want to know is loped on, gamm~ upon the tw~ :i,t every stride of
where the colonel's ranch is located. Come on, the/owerful_ anm1Al he was ndmg. Crack! He
. boys."
fire _ a shot Just to let them know that he meant
Just as if it was only a little scouting excursion busmess, a nd- then the tw? suddenly turned sharpthey were going to make, the young deadshot ly to th e right and disappeared among some
hastened to saddle Spitfire. Charlie and Jim fol - bushes. . Crack, crack! W!ld fired two more
lowed him · and soon the three were ready to sh~ts, a nd then a yell of pam sounded. . . .
leave
· '
Come out here," he called, out, ·a s he remed m
"N~w then - girls " the young deadshot said h~s horse. "~ know just where you are, and I'll
nodding to Anna a~d Eloise, "you just take it r1d<l!~ you .with bullets if yod don't do as I tell
easy and don't worry. This is not,, the first time yo~D , h
,,
that Arietta has been kidnapped by r uffians, and
on t s oot no more, came from the bushes,
possibly it·wm not be the last time. 13ut you can a!ld then ?ut the ~wo men rode, one of them rubbet all you'i-e worth that we'll soon find her. bmg th e side of his _hE:ad. '
-come on boys "
The two were BJg Ted and Jerry, of course.
'
·
.
Wild kept them covered with his revolver until
A w~y he rode! · and h1~ t wo par tners went Charlie and . Jim rode up. Then the young deadpllopmg after him. Straight back to the ~otel shot dismounted, and, walking up to them, said:
they went~ and a ~ they rode up the prol?r1e~or
"Now then, I'll giv,e you just half a minute
came runm~g ~uts1de, followed by Sweet Oil--B1ll, to tell .me where the girl is."
the tenderfoot Jewelry peddler, and several others
"Don't blame us for it, Young Wild West," the
who had gathred there.
fellow called Jerry: answered, excitedly. "It's all
"You're sure the colonel is not in the house, the colonel's <loin's. He's got her an' he's takin'
)toss?" Wild asked, without taking the trouble to her to his house."
-aismount. ·
·
"Oh, is that so?"1

.
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"That's as true as kin be, Young Wild West.

The surprise d woman had been standing there
as if she knew· not what to do, but now she gave ·
"There ain't no use in tellin' everythi ng you vent to an
exclama tion of satisfact ion and deknow, though," Big Ted spoke up, somewh at an- light,· and, taking
the girl by the arm, conducte d
grily.
her to
house. As her hands were tied, Arietta
"You shet up," Cheyenne Charlie called out. had no the
to remonst rate, so she simply went
"I have a strong notion to put a bullet through with chance
willingly . The colonel seemed to put
your head. You're the sneakies t galoot I ever _great her
ce in. Big Ted's wife, for he rode
met in my born days, an' I can't hardly keep from aroundconfiden
to the rear of the -house, and 1:ousing the
killin' yer right now." .
peon who did the chores about the place, turned
The scout's manner struck terror to the heart his horse
over to him. Then he entered the house
of the big cow-pun cher, and he at once began to 9by
means of another door, and, going to his room,
ibeg for mercy.
·
proceede d to brighten up his appearan ce, so to
"You fellows thought we couldn't get the best speak, for
he used comb and brush as well as
of you, didn't you?" Wild said, a smile now_show- water
and towels, and even went so far as to
ing upon his face, which . the two villains- could twist the
ends of his mustach e, using a cosmetic
not help but notice in the starlight . "I think we for the purpose.
have already proved to you that it_was quite easy great desire to beThe old villain certainly had a
to best a Bad Bunch. . The other eight of you.r prided himself upona dandy, · and as he had long
being a "lady killer," he no
gang are around somewhe re, so you take m;y a~doubt actually thought that he wo~d make a
vice and go and look for them. Also bear m great impressi
on upon Young Wild ·west's sweetmind that if we happen to meet you again we'll heart. He walked
.into what was• called the sitBAQ9t to kill."
.
.
ting-roo m of the house, and· found his fair captive
The two men breathed sighs of relief. No doubt sitting upon
her hands still tied. Before
it astonish ed them when they heard the boy say her stood thea chair,
Mexican woman, as if she wl!re
that they could go free. ·
keeping guard.
·
·
· "Do you mean to let us go, Young Wild West?"
"Welf, Julie, what do you think of her.? " the old
Jerry asked.
.
. villain
"I certainly do. I reckon we can take care of Arietta.said, -as .he, shot .a glance of admfrati on at
.
the colonel when w:e get to his house. How f~r
"A prett7. senorita , colonel/ ' was..the re_ply. "She
'is it from here, anyway? "
is your bnde, you say?" .
.
.
. "Oh you kin git . there in about half an hour.
"Not yet. But she soon will be."
I'm mighty glad you're goin' to let us go,. an' tH
"Oh!" and the woman shrugge d her shouldElrs.
promise you that I won't n~ver do a--thmg l~ke
"Woman Arietta said, lier eyes flashinf as
this ag'in, not even if the !!ol~nel wants to give she looked ,"
at Big Ted's wife, "you are one o my
me a million dollars for dom' it."
own sex, and if you believe o~e wo:i;d that old
"Light out, then, you• sneakin' coyotes.!"
villain says, or if you assist him in holding me a
• . As the young deadshot s,aid this the t~o vil- prisoner
I wtll be compelled to think that
lains turned their horses and ,went gallopm to- you are ashere,
bad as he."
•
ward Green Junction .
.
"The America n girl had better shut up/' snap· "Now then, boys, come on," Wild said, quite
ped
the
woman,
harshly.
"My__ husband works
coolly for he was well satisfied now that it wou.W
:not ~ a great while before Arietta w.ould •be for the colonel, and so do I. We are paid, and
we
must
do
what
he
tells us."
found.
"That's the way to talk, Julie!" the colonel exclaimed. Now then, you just lock the yo~n~ lady
in' a room. But first you can untie her hands. See
CHAPT ER X.-The Wind-Up .
to it that there is no chance for her to get out.
You know what room to place her in."
.
"Yes," and with a triumph ant look at the fair
The villainou s colonel had little or no difficulty
in reaching his ranch with the captive gir~. On<;C young girl, the woman stepped over and seized _
he got there he called out sharply, and _B1g Ted s · her by the arm.
.
.
.
"Miss," the colonel said, as Arietta was bemg
wife quickly responde d.
led
away
"I
will
wait
until to-mor'row morning
"Just take care of this young lady, Julie. She
is to be my bride, and I want her to be treated to talk t~ you. By that time you mar make up
your
mind
to
~llingly
become my b:1de. I ru:n
as tenderly as possible /'
Their the old vill.1_1in removed the gag from the thorough ly convmced that Young Wild West 1s
girl's mouth, and forced her to drop gently to the dead before this, so you can think it over."
It was certainly what might be called a strong
ground.
.
h
room that Arietta was taken to. The Mexican
"You scoundre l!" Arietta cried, angnly,
as s e woman
untied her hands, and then without a word
found the use of her tongue again. "You will
suffer for this. Do not think for an instant that took- her departur e, closing and locking the door
securely . It is not ?ecessar y to . descJ:ibe the feel.Young Wild West will let you escape."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the col~nel. "Don't think ings of Ariett~ while she re~ame d m the room.
But· one thmg was certam, she_ never once
l fear Young Wild West. It will not be long before my ten bold cow-;punchers w;ill' be ~ere, and •thought of giving up hope. She did not doubt
possibly they will report that Young Wild West that Wild would appear and rescue her, but as
the minutes flitted by she began to grow nervous.
is no longer _living."
Arietta laughed, for- sht: had complete ly recov- However , she kept up hope, and alternate ly paced
up_ and down th~ small r<?-Om· Then she would
ered herself during the._ ride to t~e ranch.
"As if such men as you have hired co_uld ever sit do,vn and think- and.. listen. There ~s but<.
one window to the .apartme ~t; and this_ waa
harm . Young Wild West," she. s~,id, sneermg ly.
thorough ly barred on the outside, so she did not
"Take her in the- house, Juhe.

I wouldn't lie to you, not in a time like this."

j
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even make an effort to try and escape by that the dead man was lying. Big Ted's wife sat in a
way: , The night passed .on, and it must have been chair close to the body, her sallow face almost
very close to morning when suddenly she heard the color of ashes.
.
a commotion in another part of tn.e house. Then . "You can do no good here, woman," the young
a shot was fired. ,Arietta sprang to her feet and deadshot said, in his cool and easy way. "Just
ran to the door, forgetting for the moment that it go in some other part of the house and make us .
was locked. Crack, crack! Two revolver! shots some coffee." Then the boy looked about the
rang out, and then a heavy crash sounded, and room, and finding something that would do for a
the building was jarred.
covering, threw it over the dead colonel. Julie,
"Wild, Wild!" the girl screamed, at the top of as she was called, nodded ini!lubmission , and then
her . voice. Hurried footsteps sounded outside, staggered from the room. .Hut when she got to
and the . next moment the key g,r ated in the lock where Arietta was sitting so calmly, she braced
and the door was flung open. There stood Young up a little, and, bursting into a flood of tears,
"\11,:ild West, his arms open to receive her.
triea to excuse herself for the way she had acted.
''Oh,AWild!" the girl cried, as she fell into the
Of course, Arietta was willing to forgive her,
outstretched arms. "I am so glad you came. But and the result was that half an hour later not _
I knew you would surely get here."
only was some hot coffee ready for her, but some"It is all right, little girl,'' he said, as he thing to eat as well. Day was breaking now,
and
kissed her fondly. "We had no trouble in finding Young Wild West had decided to wait for the day
out where you were. But how on earth was it before riding back to the camp.
that they caught you?"
"An early breakfast, eh, boys?" the young
"Oh, I thought I was doing something clever, I deadshot said to Charlie and Jim, as they sat
suppose. I heard wha.t .was going on outside of down at the table, while the Mexican woman
·the ·tent, and l quickly dressed myself and left waited upon them.
·
without disturb'ing Anna and Eloise. You see, I
"Somewhat, I reckon," the scout said, as he
wanted. to lend assistance in catching the Bad helped himself to a couple of fried eggs. "But it
Bunch. But I chose to go around by another way, don't make much difference whether it's early
or
and 'l was pounced upon by two villains, who late. I kin always eat my breakfast if there'•
seemed to be waiting for me to come to them. anything to eat." A little before sunrise the man
They didn't give me a chance to utter a cry-, and employed abQut the place- came to thf kitchen.
then it was not many minutes before they turned He
been hiding in fear ever since the shootme over to the villainous colonel, who brought me ing_had
had taken place, but had-- ventured there at
here. But how did you make out with the Bad _ last. When he heard that his employer was dead,
Bunch, Wild?"
·
,
and how he had kidnaped the girl, he shook his
"Oh, we got the best of them easily enough, head and · declared that he always expected the
and let them go, Et."
colonel would die by a bullet.
"Let thei;n go, eh? You surely are not going
A few minutes later he led a horse around to
to let the colonel go, too,"are you?"
the front of the house at the orders of Wild, and
"I reckon we will have to."
Arietta mounted it. Then the young deadshot
"You kin bet your life he's gone," Cheyenne . and his partners got upon the backs of their own
Charlie called out, as he ran to where the two horses and started back for Green Junction. The
were standing. "He opened. fire on us with a sun was shining brightly now, and the scenery
rifle as we rode up, an' the bu!let took a few was beautiful. As they rode along the trail they
hairs from my head. Then I up an' fired twice saw a rather broad body of water, which was
with my revolver at the window which he shot really a lake that was feel by the mountain
from. It was luck, Arietta, 'cause both bullets streams. It was about a mile from the ranchwent plump through him. He's !yin' down there house, and as they all rode ·along, their horses at
dead now, an' that greaser woman is tryin' to a gentle canter, taking in the scene, they sudmake him come. to_ life ag'in. . Jim is watchin' deply saw a number of horsemen appear around
her. Everything is all right, so don't get excited. a patch of woods a short distance away.
Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow!" The scout
"The ten cow-punchers , Wild!" Arietta exlet out a yell to give full vent to his feelings, and claimed, excitedly.
the rafters of the ranch-house fairly shook. Wild
"Right you are, Et," the boy answered, showescorted Arietta into the sitting-room, and told ing no little surprise. "I reckon they a.re coming
her to make herself comfortable.
down this way to interview their boss. Well, I
;,I reckon we may as well stay until daylight," promised them that if I ever met them a gain r
he said. "Maybe it's too bad that the colonel would open fii-e. on them and shoot to kill. But
got shot. But I suppose it was the best thing I reckon rn change my mind about that. We'll
that could happen to him, after all. Such men just make those fellows take to the water. They
as he are often met with, and most of them come need a good washing. Now then, little girl, you
to bad ends. However, it would have pl eased me ride alon~ to the right a little, and Charlie ::met
a little more to have the satisfaction of knowin g J im will help me drive them into the lake. Come
that he was Jocked up in prison for a term of on, boys.'' It is needless to say that Cheyenne
years."
Charlie and Jim Dart were only too willing to
.
"That's all rtght, Wild," the scout s poke u p. pa rticipate in a thing like that.
"He's dead now, an' that set t les it. It ain't likely
Ariet ta kept on leisurely behind them, so she
we're goin' to get into very much trouble over it, might be a spectator of the scene, and at t he
either. We've got -proof enough as to what he same time not run the risk of being shot in case
done. His whole gang will have to go agin him any firing took place. But there was to be 1;a
if ther e's anything like a trial to come up." Wil'd firing. The cow-punchers had been · thorough!:;
gave a nod and then walked into the room where cov.:ed by Young Wild West, and they were• still
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that way. When they saw the three riding
"Are you . goin' to let them go?"
.furiQusly toward them they came to a sudden halt,
" Oh, yes;. we don't want to -b other with them
and then acted as if they were going to turn and any more. Cheyenne Charlie shot the colonel, and
-flee. But a warning shout from Wild caused I supp?se the sheri~ will. want to know.
them to r.emain where they were, and up dashed about 1t. We 111 wait until he comes, so something
there will
the three, shooting-irons in their hands.
be no excuse for any one to say that we haven't ·
"Say, you fellows, what are you doing around done right." Dolliver, the ·tenderfoot,
the only
here 't '' the young deadsp.ot called out, as he one who seemed to think it was an was
awful thing
brought his sorrel stallion to a halt.
that the colonel had been shot. He admitted that
"We thought we had better go to the ranch he got his just deserts, but seemed
to fear that
an' tell the colonel we was goin' to quit workin' our friend s would get in trouble
from it. Myers,
for him," Big Ted called out.
the store-keeper, felt sorry that the colonel was
"You did, eh? Been out all night, then?"
. dead, for he declared that he had been a very
"Yes we stayed in the woods till a little after · good customer. But he was ready
to admit that
daylight."
any man who would
a young lady
· "Need a little washing, I suppose then. It will from her friends withsteal
the intention of forcing
do you good this morning, won't it?" There was her to marry him · ought
to be shot.
·
no reply to this as the villains looked at each
Our friends remained at the Junction all day
other and shrugged their shoulders.
"See that .water over there ,?" Wild went · on, and during the after.noon the sheriff appeared and
pointing to the lake. They all looked that way, took charge of the case. He was not long in exonerating Cheyenne Charlie from what he had
but said nothing.
. "I want you to ride as fast as you can straight done, though he had no proof other than that
what our friends told him. But it had been
for that water, do you understand?"
Arietta's story that impressed him the most. · ·
"What for?" one of them asked.
.,,_
"If it had been my daughter, I sartinly would
"Never mind what for. Do as I tell you. Now
then, light out." The boy fired a shot and the have shot him without waitin' for him to start the
bullet went so close over Big Ted's hat that with- shootin'," he declared.
'.!'hat settled it a_•l, a:f!d the next morning Young
out any further hesitation he started his horse diWild West and his friends were ready to leave
rectly for the lake.
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, w owl" the Junction. A big crowd gathered to see ·them
Cheyenne Charlie yelled, and then after the ten off, and it is probable that even if a train pad
come in bringing a lot of tenderfoot passengers,
cow-punchers· the three rode.
"Here is where you all take water!" the _young they would not have been noticed at all, for ·they
deadshot shouted. One after the other the cow- were !111 so ntu~h interested in Young Wild West
punchers leaped into the water and began swim- and his companions that they had no eyes or ears
ming for the other side. Wild and his partners for anything else just then. Hop~h, the· clever
kept shooting ove.r their heads. Arietta rode down Chinee, came in for his share, though he had
to the bank, arid witb Wild and his partners hardly proved himself to be a hero. But when he
watched them as they reached the other side and told Sweet Oil Bill how he had caused the explorode on to the left, evidently still· bent upon sion in the bar-room, that individual simply nod·
reaching the ranch-house. When they were finally ded and said:
"I knowed it all the time. You're a smart heaout of sight behind a clump of trees, our friends
then, Hop Wah. I hope I'll meet you ag'in some
turned and rode back to 'the trail.
Then it was not very long before they came in time. Take my advice an' use plenty of sweet-oil
a lot, an•· will
sight o:£ tlie little railroad station with the shan- on your I!air. It will make it
_
· ~
ties near it. Before they reached it a shout went shine like anything."
11p, and they saw Hop Wah riding furiously to"Allee light," was the Chinaman's reply: "Maybe you likee havee nicee cigar." .
ward them, waving his hat in a welcome.
"Evelythling allee light. -Hoolay!" the China"Not on your life," and -then all those standing
near laughed heartily.
. man shouted, Missee Alietta no gittee hurt."
"No, I didn't get hurt any, Hop," the girl an"Good-by, all," Young Wild West said, as he
_swered, smiling!~. "But I had somewhat of an rode away with Arietta at the head of the little
adventure." When they got back to the camp, procession. "Maybe we'll drop around this v;a-,
Anna and Eloise shouted with_joy, and the usual again, and if the ten cow-p_unchers happen to· be
greetings were exchanged. A few minutes later around, you can bet your life that we'll take care
nearly the entire population of Green Junction, or of them."
Decker's Flat, as some called it, had gathered ·
there and were listening to the story of how the
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
rascally colonel had kidnaped Young Wild West's WEST CAUGHT IN A CA\rERN; OR,
sweetheart, and had been shot dead as a result. ARIETTA'S
SHOT IN THE DARK."
"How about the ten cow-punchers, Young Wild
West?" Sweet .Oil Bill, who was one of the party,
asjrnd, his face beaming with a smile.
"Oh~ we bested them all right, Bill," the young
When the butcher answered the telephone, the
' deadshot_ answered laughingly. "I reckon it wasn't shrill voice of a little girl greeted him: "Hello I Iii
a hard thing to do, either. If you had seen them that Mr. Wilson?" "Yes, Bessie," he answe:fe'dl
take a bath this morning you certainly would kindly, "what can .I do for you?" "Oh, Mr. Wilhave enjoyed it. Most of them are not- in the son, please tell me where grandpa's liver is I The
habit of taking water ·in that fashion. But they folks are out and I've got to put a hot flannel on it;,
and I don't know where it is." '
had to do it."
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CHAPTER 11.-(Conti nued)
"Sufferin' mackerel!" gasped Dan in tones of
intense horror.
"Who paid you to do that?" cried Frank,
.
angrily.
~ "I dunno, -bos~," replied Fox. "This afternoon
a feller gave me ther package an' paid me ter do
ther job. I said I'd do it, an' I sneaked inter the
round-hous e an' got inter ther tender. He watched me till I got on ther coal, then he hurried away.
I jumped out, put ther package in me pocket an'
follered _him. He went ter der tellygraft office an'
wrote a dispatch. It didn't suit, so he tore it up
an' chucked it away, wrote another an' sent it.
When he_ wuz gone I picked up ther tore paper,
pieced it together, came back here an' got under
ther canvas. I wanted' ter git away from Newtown so he couldn't take ther ten dollars back if
he ketched me."
"Let me see the telegram," said Frank.
"Here it •is, boss," and Joe handed over the
paper.
._ lie had pinned the four pieces to a piece of
newspaper .
Frank spread it out and rea<l aloud the following lines :
"Simon Despard. St. Cloud Hotel, Bi son CityLivingston and friends recovered. Coming on
5 :05. Plac~d man in tender. Have · Mustang
Kelly read if it fail s. Watch for train. Will
TONY."
follow.
For a moment there was sile ce; then Dan began to swear:
"Bedad, it's, a dark plot!" he cried angrily.
"Despard is a demon. That paper will convict
him, Frank. Sure, it shows how determined ht>
was ter prevint ther prisidint from raichin' Bison
City. •An' bad luck ter ther villain, he'd be afther
murdherin ' us ter do it, so he would."
"See here, Joe, describe the man who wrote
this dispatch."
"Well," said the boy, "a feller he met called
him Tony ther Greaser."
"That will do I I know the scoundrel. He ie.
the worst loafer in Newtown. People say he belongs to Big Bill Bragg's gang of outlaws, who
work their crooked g·ames between Newtown and
Bison City. I say, dad, we had better turn thi s
boy over to Mr. Livingston ."
"All roight. But make him wurk his pa ssage,
me bye."
"Oh, I once worked as fireman in a factory,"
~aid Joe, "so- I understand it all right, boss. Here,
·
take the1· dynamite."
He handed the package to Frank, and the boy
·
·
.
placed it in a locker.
While Joe was · feeding . the _furn~ce, µ_nder
Frank's instruction , Dan . remarke"d: '
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::sure, we're almost t_.!lr Hopedale now."
And there's the signal to stop," replied Frank
'---..
·
as the bell ran 1.
It was a short pau~e at Hopedale, and they had
scarcely left_ the place when the telegraph operator g·ot a s1gnal to hold the train there to avert
a terri~le. danger that was menacing it" ahead . .
But m ignorance of their peril, the train crew
raced away at terrific speed.
"I say, pop," said Frank a few minutes afterward, "you promised to tell me the hil!tory of my
early life. Will you do it now?"
"Sure, it's a long story,"- replied the old engineer, lighting his pipe. "But I may ae. well
sh~ake out now, for I'll have plinty toime. But
wait till I have wan more look ahead ter see if
ther thrack is clear."
He leaned out the cab window as he spok~.
At that instant the lqcomotive was rushing
~adly past a clump of trees and bushes surroundmg a mass of boulders toward an immense piece
of gi•anite called Indian Rock.
On top of it stood a masked man in cowboy
costume, holding a rifle in his hands. As the train
~ent . dashing up ~ the !ock he suddenly raised
his rifle, and, taking deliberate aim at Dan he
'
pulled the trigger.
•
Bug!
A wild cry of agony /;!Scaped the old engineer
He flung back his arms and reeled back in~
the cab.
"Frank," he groaned hoarsely, "I'm shot!"
Then he fell heavily to the floor and rolled
over on his back.
With bulging eyes and pale face the·boy glared
down at him.
"Great heavens, he's dead! And the secret of my life will never be told!" he gasped ·in tones of
horror, as he turned to Joe Fox.

CHAPTER III.

',

The Danger Signal.
Old 24 was thundering along without a guiding
hand at the throttle a s the two boys stood glaring ·
at the body of the old engineer.
Then Frank recovered from the terrific shock,
sprang to the window and peered back at the spot
where the assassin's shot came from.
He was just in time to see the man leap down
from the rock with the rifle in his hand, and then
the locomotive took a long curve, and the scene
of the tragedy disappeared from his view.
"It's, Dan's murderer!" he gasped. "He stoo<l
on Indian Rock and fired as the train flew by.
Who was he? Why did he· kill Dan O'Hara?"
Just then the voice of Joe Fox a roused him.
"Frank, we're coming to a bridge !"
The boy glanced around and, r ealizing that tbe
engine was going wild, he sprang to the levers
and muttered hoarsely:
"I must run Old 24. The lives of all the pas- .
senger s and crew are at my mercy. It's my duty
to save them from harm. I must get the president through on time, and I'll do it, too. Hey,
Joe'"
·
;'Well, boss ?" ··
.''.' l-,Jlm gping to run this - locomotive to Bison
Cit,,
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- "Oh, I gues yer can do that easy enough."
"Fire in more coal. W.e must keep up a high
pressure of steam. The president- of this road
must reach his destination on time."
"Depend on me, Frank. I can att~nd ter ther
furnace."
"V'ery well. Aid me to get the · fast mail
through and you will be well rewarded. I can
manage the machinery all right.~
"Did yer see who shot the engineer?"
"I did; but I could not see his features.
He looked to me like a cowboy. But we will find
out who he was, and then I'll seek vengeance. He
must pay dearly for that job."
,
Joe kept the furnace roaring, and Frank man- , e,ged the machinery with a skill that would have
excited Dan with admiration could }le have lived
to witness. it.
Joe kept shoveling coal into the furnace a
while, and when he finally shut out the red glare
by closing the door, he exc1a:imed:
"Could that murderer have been a tool of t)ler
same feller what hired me ter chuck that dyna,. mite in ther coal, d'yer think?"
"There can be no doubt about it. He may have
expected your -work to fail, and yrobably posted
that scoundrel to shoot old Dan m case he came
along alive with his train. If Despard is responsible for this dark night's work he will have to
. pav deal'lly for it."
·
T•He mu&t have had a mighty strong-reason fer
killin' the old engineer."
"Not a reason that would warrant him to kill
an innocent man," replied Frank fiercely. "No
matter what a man's ambition may be, and no
matter how much money there was at stake, he is
,.. not justified in taking a human life to carry out
his ends."
Although Frank did not know it then, there
was another and peeper motive in the death .of
the old engineer, which will be sh,;>wn later on.
At that moment Dick Rand came climbing ,u p
over the rear of the tender, and as he leaped
down upon the coal, he cried:
"Well, boys, how ·are you making out?"
"Oh, Dick-Dick!" cried Frank brokenly, as he
glanced around at. the genial conductor. "I am
so glad you came--"
·
"Why, where's Dan?"
"Dead."
"What?" '
"Shot by an assassin."
"Heavens ! Ha! There lies his bod)'. I see.
:And this strange boy?"
"Listen and I'll t ell you about it."
And as the train sped over the bridge Frank
hui;riedly told his old friend all that happened.
The conductor was startled and 'horrified.
"Good heavens!" he gasped. "This is. terrible!
Can you run the train through on time, Frank?"
"I am going to try. I am familiar with Old
24, for I've worked a year in ~this cab with my
father, and he taught me all there was to be
known about her."
"Then I'll go back and tell Mr. Livingston the
news."
The conductor closely examined the corpse of
old Dan.
.
Feeling sure that the hoy was quite capable of
running the locomotive, Dick left the cab and
went back to the cars.
;v'hen he was gone Joe saw what a bad ef(eet

I

the corpse of the old engineer had on Frank and,
dragging it back into ·the tender, he covered it
with the canvas and said:
•
"Ther police ought ter be told about this."
. "And , they sh'.all I" exclaimed Frank passionately. "They shall! And if they don:t find the
murderer of that good man I shall."
"Wasn't your own father, was he?"
"No. I'm a waif, Joe. He found me somewhere, but he knew my history. Tonight he was
to exJ_>lain the mystery; but the deadly bullet of
the foul assassin cut him down before he could
tell me the secret. And now I'll never learn who
my real parents were, for Dan was· the only one
who knew."
"That's too bad," was the boy's sympathetic
reply.
• Frank said no more, but, leaning Dut the wfn,._
dow. he peered far ahead. He saw the lignts of
Rocky · HHl gleaming in the liistance, and it
brought his sweetheart to his mind.
She lived there with her father, and he frequently e.aw her for a moment at the station when
his uain paused there.
"Any stop at ther next station'!" demanded
Joe suddenly.
''No. Not another pause until we reach 1lison
City."
"What's that red light on ther rail?"
Frank started, leaned forwaTd and peered
ahead.
He now caught view of a red lantern standing
on the track, and he leaped to -his feet, thrilled
with excitement.
·
"A danger signal!" he cried.
The next moment he closed the th1·ottle and
reversed the sector, and a cloud of steam began
to hiss from the valve.
"Good heavens!" gast,ed Joe, turning pale.
"What's ther matter? Can't yer stop her?"
"We are going down a steep grade," muttered
the boy, as he seized the whistle-rope and signaled brakes.
·
.
As the danger signal shrieked out on the night
air there was a sudden rush to quarters. by the
train crew.
Frank'.s nerves were tense now, but he stuck at
his post, glaring ahead, and he now exclaimed:
"It's a lantern opposite the depot."
,"We don't seem to be slackenin' speed much."
"I'm putting on the steam brakes now," the
boy replied in low, s.trained tones. "I don't .dare
to check her speed to suddenly, for it would trip
her on this grade."
"What in ther world are we a-goin' ter do,
then?"
·
"You stick to your post like a man. The lives
of the passengers and crew may depend upon us
now."
"Mebbe it's only a signal ter stop fer passengers."
·
"Perhaps,; but I doubt it. Can I rely-on you?"
"I'll stay if we run into a stone wall P'
•
"Good for you, Joe. I like your grit."
On rushed the train, be~ring down swiftly upon
the red light, and ttien the boy began to apply
the brakes.
.
But he had seen the signal too late to check
the mad pace at which the train was going ere
it reached the station. ·.
,
It was evident to Frank that the train waa
going to carry them past -the Rocky Hill depot.

•
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With starting eyes he strove to pierce the gloom "He is a 'bad man, and I don't wish to have anylleyond, but he saw nothing yet to alarm him.
thing further to do with him."
"I don't ree a soul!" he muttered. "There's no
Behind the veil and 'Ilewspaper she felt reasonone on the platform and no one on the track, Joe." ably safe from recognitiQJl, and as she crouched
And he put more power on the brakes, for they back in the corner of her seat she heard the murhad to i>e applied gradually· to prevent an acci- mur of the two men's voices in conversation. She
dent.
had very acute hearing, but the men doubtless
"It can be no danger, then--"
thought they spoke low enough ·not to be heard.
"Hold on!"
Despite the rumbling noif>e of the train, Jennie
"What now?"
plainly heard all the two men were saying, and
"I see it! I see it!"
it :filled her with nervous alarm, for the big,
"What?" and Joe cast a terrified glance ahead. roughly-clad, dark-bearded man with Despard reFrank's hair was almost standing on end, and marked:
·
a cold sweat burst out on his forehead as he
"Ther !:Hamed galoot can't escape nohow, I
ah.outed:
•
should reckon. One or ther other of 'em is bound ·
"See! See beyond the depot I The rails h!l,ve ter lay him out."
been torn up, and we are rushing 1ike fury
"You are right, Bill," answered Despa1·d. "That
atraight toward the breach. Joe, I can't s,top her train will never get through, in case old LivingsWore we strike that opening."
ton comes to his sense5 in time to catch it. I've
"Oh, good heavens! We're doomed! "
got him right where I want him."
The boy engineer was in a f ever of excitement
"Waal, yer a putty slick article, Mr. Despard, :now, and he put on the brakes full force, but the an' thar hain't no denyin' thet nohow. Tell u s
ateep grade sent the c~rs slipping along rapidly. how yer ketched }J.im."
Crash!
"It was simple enough. Pretending I had some
It was the pilot striking the red lantern and, important news, I invited Livingston and two of
11111ashing it to pieces, and for an instant F_rank his friends to dine with me in a private room at
expected liis. train to go plunging off the rails.
the Newtown Hotel. I had a bottle of wine
But just then he glanced up at the ~wer a~d drugged and ready for them. When they drank
aaw Jennie there, with pale face and flymg hair, it, all three were put a5leep in short ordel', and .
grasping o:rfe of the levers, throwing a - switch unless they are discovered and doctored they will '
remain asleep at least twenty-four hours. When
open.
- .
With a rush and a roar the tram took the they awaken it will be too late to go to Bison
switch and suddenly dashed over on the east- City to vote against my election to the presidency
lound track.
of this road. Of course they will bring charges
Then there came a piercing scream from the of conspiracy against me; but I'll have no trouble
sirl in the tower.
on that score, for it is my-intention to swear that
"Sav-ed I Saved!" they heard her cry in frantic they were drunk from the wine they imbibed. If
someone discovers . and arouses them, they will
tones.
.
.
.
Thrilled through and through by this narrow naturally follow us on the next train. But' I'm
escape from what seemed · like almos.t certain having them watched. I've guarded against such
tfeath, Frank- was about to shout to her when a a contingency."
wild yell of horror escaped Joe, and he glanced
!'I reckon Tony the · Greaser is a-watchin' 'em,
around again.
hain't he?"
The. fireman was pointing ahead.
"Yes. He is to plant a box of dynamite among
"We're lost, anyhow!" he cried hoarsely. "See . the coal in
the engine-tender in case Livingston •
there, pard-a train rushin' toward us on this and his crowd are aroused, and
then he is to
track!"
telegraph me the news, if they leave Newtown."
• A cold chill shot through Frank, for he now
- "Waal,
kin bet yer sweet life he'll do it,
the glaring headlight of another locomotive too, boss, yer
'cause thar ha in't no better galoot in
nshing swiftly toward them on the same track.
my gang than him."
It was. evident that they had escaped the broken
"I believe he is faithful, Bill; anyway,.if Tony's
nils only to be threatened by a head-on collision plan
is a failu re, Mustang Kelly, your lieutenant,
with the approaching train.
will lay for the train at Indian Rock wit h his·
Winchester . As he's a deadshot, he says he can
easily stop the engineer while the ti·a in is going
by.
.
"Mustang Kelly? Why, 5ay, son, thet thar
CHAPTER- IV.-A Plot E x posed.
feller kin shoot a t en-cent piece q_ut of a man's
:finger s at t wo hundr ed ya rds - -"
When Jennie 'Car t er left Frank that ·a fternoon
"Yes, yes ! I know a ll about his skill," inand boarded the train for Rocky ' Hill, she en- t erposed Despard, impat iently. " But I'm not r elytered a seat behind Simon Despard. a nd a ing on it. The wounding of the engineer might
manger.
.
'
n ot stop t he t rain, you kpow. Some one else
It was not until the t r ain st arted t hat f>he sud- might take hfa place. That would baffle my planL
dianly ,beard his voicE:, glanced ~t t he _side of ~is so I 've set a third t rap, which cannot fail to
face and recognized hun. A feelmg of mtense dis- wreck that train. Of course, I don't wish to kill
_,. overpowered her, and to conceal her identity all the passengers, but I do want to get rid of
aJae hastily unfastened the heavy blue veil from that Livingston gang at all hazar
ds. I'm not
lier bonp.et, drew it down over her face and opened actly after their lives, but I must maim .them exia
ap a newspaper.
order to stop them." .
•If he were to see me he would certaihly annoy
with his unwelcome attentions," she reflected. '
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
ITALY'S MERCURY
Notwithstanding its many mountains, Italy has
little mineral wealth. Sulphur and mercury are
the onlr minerals mined on a large scale. Italy's
possession of tht! ·mercury mines of Idria since
the end of the World War has made•her the
:world's leading producer of that metal.
ICES FOR ESKIMOS.
Ice cream will be introduced to the Eskimos.
Specially freighted ice cream is to be shipped into
the Far North country from ~ontreal for the
--11atives' consumption in the near future. All
1}avors of cream _will be"included in the shipment.
PARROT PRIMA DONNA.
A parrot, belonging to Mrs. C. H. Williams of
S an Antonio, Tex., sings the complete choruses
of both "Tipperary" and "Silver Threads Among
the Gold." For variation he whistles the tunes
after singing the words.
HUGE METEORITE.
A ship sailed into port at Aberdeen, Scotland,
r ecently bearing a strange load-a seven-ton rock
said to be worth half a million dollars, says Popular Science- Monthly. It was a gigantic meteorite
on its way to a museum in Copenhagen, Den.
mark.
Dr. Knud Rasmussen, an explorer of -the Far
North, discovered the huge meteorite in 1918 in
an out-of-the-way place in Greenland, sixteen •
miles inland. Getting it out and sending it to
Denmark was too difficult a task at that time. It
took the united efforts of 170 dogs to drag it, as
its great weight constantly broke through the ice.
This meteorite is said to be the third largest
i n the world. The two bigger ones are in America
a nd England.
DOG TRIED FOR SLAYING CAT BY
PHILADELPHIA COURT
Teddy, a Belmont fox terrior, went on trial in
•p olice court, charged with wilfully chasing and
shaking to death a six-months-old kitten. If convicted, t he law will exact its severest penalty, said
Police Magistrate Glenn.

The trial involved all the formality of a murder case, and is expected to hinge on the findings
of a post-mortem examination of the kitten''>
body, which today was ordered disinterred for this
· ·
purpose.
The case, prosecuted by James G. Spear, owner
of the kitten, at the instance of the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, produced
opposing "character witnesses" and the ,egal
gestures typical of court proceedings.
In defense of Teddy and of Almer D. Witt, his
owner, who is charged with cruelty, Mrs. Thomas
Sproul, prl!sident of the Woman's Auxiliary of
the S. P. C. A., testified she had known T~ddy
since puppyhood and had never seen him chase
cats or display · a desire to attack them. Opposing her was Harry Leeper, supervising agent for
the society, who declared "any terrier is a killer!'
Pending the post-mortem examination, Magistrate Glenn postponed the next hearing of the
case.

LAUGHS
Mrs. Rose--Ditl your husband ever have more
than one love affair? Mrs. Pose--No; only one, I
believe. Mrs. Rose--And that was when he fell
in love with you? Mrs. Pose--Oh, dear no; he
had fallen in love with himself before lie met me!
"Why are you late for school, Willie?" asked
the teacher. "Well, I was crossing the street when.
a cop s.aid, 'Mind the steam roller,' so I stayetl and
minded it until he came back."
Kind Lady-You- look tired. Railroad Conductor-Yes, madam, I'm troubled with insomnia.
Kind Lady-Poor fellow, why don't they put you
on.- a s_leeping-car?

------

Honey Child-Mamma, Miss Prim has been
here an hour and the clock's going yet. Fond
Mamma-What do you mean, dearie? Why
shouldn't it go? Honey Child-But papa said
when you told him Miss Prim was coming that
she was enough to stop a clock.
"Do you consent to my marriage to Sam, father?" "Yes, my daughter," said old Jacobs, "but
I can not let you leaf me. You are mine, only
child, and you and Samuel must lif ride here vid
de old folks. You can haf that second-story front
room for twenty-dollars a week."
0

The pretty Sunday school teacher had been telling a little boy the story of a disobedient lamb
that was eaten by the wolf. "You see," she said,
"had the lamb been obedient andestayed in the
fold it would not have been eaten by the wolf,
would it?" "No, ma'am," answered the boy
P:omptly ; "it would have been eaten by us!'
Mother{ at 11:30 p. m.)-What's the matter:
John? You looked disturbed. Father-I thought
I'd give that young man calling on our daughter
a vigorous hint it was time to go, so I walked into
the parlor and deliberately turned out the gas.
Mother-Oh, my! And did he get a ngry? Father
....:.Angry? The young j ackanapes said · "thank
you."
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bur Whitting intimately prior to his departure to
Europe, that he was a most upright and honorable
young man. He mus.t then have .sadly degenerated
during his absence. I kept the two criminals under surveillance until they entered a di'sreputable
dive saloon in the lower part of the Bowery.
·,Mildred Montroy was 1,,..., orphan. I h ad known , When, at the appointed time, Wilbur Whitting arher ·mother and father well. and at the death of rived at the place- and entered it; I did the same.
the latter I was appoint.ed Mildred's guardian. It chanced that I had been in disguise when I saw
Mildred was then within a year of her majol:i,ty. my ward's affianced and his criminal associates
Sh-e was, by the consent of her parents, engaged enter Stokes' barroom in the Hoffman Hous.e. I
to one Wilbur Whitting, a. promising young man, wore the same costume now, and so I feared no
also an orphan, who was completihg his education rec\)gnition.
iii· Europe. When Mildred was twenty-one they
Wilbur Whitting passed through the barroom,
were·to be married. I was at thls time established and entered a room at its.rear, which the barkeepa& _a private detective in New :York City.
·
er unlocked for him, and then relocked when
Three months before the day set for Mildred's he had entered. I caught sight of Bolter and
wedding Wilbur Whitting -rewrned home from .Smith· Whittaker in the rear room. I' longed to
Europe. I had never seen him before, and I must learn the object of this secret meeting, for I felt
coi:ifess that, while· he was a handsome fellow, sure that some villainy was being plotted, but it
there was something in his bold and crafty glance was impossible to gain an entrance to tlte room .
. that filled me with a vague and undefined disI lounged -about the saloon as long as I dared,
trust. Mildred's conduct after the arrival of Wil- without exposing myself to suspicion, for the
bw: Whitting puzzled me. At first she was all place was. the resort of criminals, who are very
smiles, and it seemed she was supremely happy, quick to spot a "fly-cop," as they called the detecbut soon a · troubled expression came· ·upon her tives. Finally I passed out to the street. Not
face. I was convinced that Mildred was the v.jctim twenty minutes later three men came out. They
of a secret sorrow, and I could not but connect were in disguise, but their ~oices, betrayed them
her affianced husband with her unhapp'y state, ~to me.
Eince it had developed after his .r-eturn.
"Wilbur Whitting, Bolter and Whittaker,'' I
As a detective I would have been interested in said, mentally.
this sing·ulin· affair, even had 1 not felt a deep
"I -don't know, boys, -as I ought to xun the risk
fatherly interest in the welfare of the orphan of d~tection by- taking a band in the work lou
girl, whose protector the law had made me. But have laid out for to-night, for I'm sure of a orI could not ask Mildred to unburden her heart to tune with the detective's ward, and 1'-ve no call
me. One thing I could do, though-I could watch for any more of this work," said Whitting.
Wilbur Whitting, and I did. I made some start"That's so; but you like the cold dollars, and
ling discoveries, and they amounted to this:
you'll need some of them before your . weddingThe affianced husband of my dear Mildred was day,"
said Whittaker.
a gambler, and, even worse, the associate of crim"True," as&ented Whitting.
inals. One night I was standing in the lobby of
"Are you sure Katholina is dead?" suddenly
the Hoffman House, when I saw Wilbur Whitting asked
Bolter.
.
and two other young men· enter Stokes' bar-room.
"Yes. Did we not have Viva's word for that beI knew the companions of young Whitting. One fore
we left Europe? But why do you .a sk?" said
was Jeny Bolter, an ex-convict, and the other
was a pal of the notorious Smith Whittaker, the Whitting.
"I could almost swear I saw the face of Kathosafe-blower, or "Prince of the Gopher Men," as lina
look out of the window of a carriage that
his -a ssociates called him.
me to-day. She is a revengeful woman,
I sauntered into the gilded saloon after the two passed
young men and my ward's affianced. As they stood and if she ~hould yet be living, she may seek to
drinking at the bar, a few words of their conver- block your little game."
"I tell you she is dead," said Whiting.
sation came to my ears quite .distinctly.
With this they passed on, and I heard no more.
"To-night at eleven, Red Mike'f; place in . the
They took their way to a private residence on
Bowery," said Smith Whittaker.
.
"All right; I'll be there," answered Wilbur Wil- East 31st street. I crept along· on the opposite
side of the street. Glancing up at the number of
bur Whitting.
.
"We'll depend on you, then," put in Jerry Bol- the house in front of which I had taken my stand,
I saw what it was, and cons&\uently knew what
ter
the number of the house the criminals had halted
,;You can do
my boys."
With this they separated. Wilbur Whitting before must be. •
"Good heavens!" I muttered, "how do these felwent i11 the direction of my residence, where Mildred had made her home, since she returned from lows find out where plunder is to be found?"
. It would never do to let them enter the house.
a seminary on the Hudson, where she had been
educated. The two criminals pursued an opposite I crossed the street and blew a shrill whistle. I
direction, I shadowed them. In my mind I was was aware that I could not arrest thr.je persons
revolving an idea that had suddenly occurred to alone. Instantly the burglars rushed from the
me. I thought, -perhaps, the mys.tery of Mildred's house. I crouched down close beside the fence.
They passed me, but tlie affianced of Mildred, who
aeeret trouble was solved.
"P.erhaps she has learned the real character of came last, saw me. Quick as thought he whipped
Jaer affianced, and while she loves him she fears out a knife anct made a leap at me. It was a case
of necessity. My revolver cracked, and a bullet
IDr her future with such a man," I thought.
l had learned from those who had known Wil- went crashinl!' throusrh the hanrl that. srriti::nPrl the

Depounced on Hi~ Wedding
Eve

·

so,
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· knife. Then I dashed away. I was not pursued. said in English, with a marked French accent•
·
•
Next day I met Mildred in the library.
;:You .call my name. Who are you?" .
."Mildred," I -said, "something troubles you.
A friend. I can help you find your husband "
'
Will you not trust, me by telling me what it is? I replied.
Remember, my chlld, I have your best good at
The lady was greatly ·agitated, but she took my
heart .. I would fill to you the place of a father."
arm, and I conducted her to my office, where she
"How shall I begin?" she said, after a moment told me that her husband was an American
or so of silence, - "Let me ~ e," she went on. whom she had married in Paris, two years pre~
"From the first day of Wilbur's return he puzzled vious. She was poor but beautiful, and her husme. There was something about him unlike the band soon tired of her and ill-treated her. A few
Wilbur I had promised to mairy. Do you believe months before she had been assaulted and stabhe could have changed in his nature, or could bed while returning from a cafe to her rooms
have forgotten many little things that occurred alone. The assassin left her for dead, but she was,
taken to the hospital, ~d finally recovered.
before he went to Europe?"
. When she left the ho~ital she could -for a long
*I hardly think so," I anS\vered.
"The more I have thought of this the more time find no trace- of her husband, whose nanie
troubled I have become, and now, at last, I have was Leslie Burton, but at last she learned .he had
sailed for New York. A& she concluded the nararrived at ·the starting conclusion that Wilbu
Whitting "is not the Wilbur Whitting to whom I rative, the substance of which we have given, I
. heard Wilbur Whitting's step on the S\airs, and
was, engaged .before he · left for Europe."
The time to tell her of the discoveries I -had I placed Katholina behind a screen, telling her
•made regarding the character of Wilbur Whitting that I believed l_ler husband was coming, but that
had ·come, and I was glad that •our conversation she must not on any accou.nt· betray herself. Preshad led· to that point. I told Mildred all. She enly Whitting entered the office. ·we conversed
for awhile on unimportant topics, and then he
was startled.
Katholina rushed forth.
"This mystery must be cleared up; I will see left.
"It is he, my faithless husband, upon whom I
Wilbur no more until alL is explained~ Though it would.
be revenged," she said.
breaks my heart to do so, I will tell him our en- ·
That night, just before the time for Whitting's
ga~ement is at an end," Mildred said earnestly. marriage
Mildred came, he was· alone 'fith
, 'No, no; · you must not do that. I have a plan the womanwith'
whom he meant to betray. The raswhich will, I trust, bring everything out right. cal's
arm encircled Mildred's waist, for the brave
Be g-uided by me. Treat Wilbur as of old; say not girl, though she knew all, consented to play the
a word of what you have learned," I advised.
part I had assigned her to the end. Suddenly the
Mildred consented. A terrible possibility had door opened, and Katholina appeared in full ev,occurred to me. I believed now that the man ning dress, as she had come to the house as one
whom we had received as Wilbur Whitting was of the wedding guests.
an impostor, and the question arose: What had
"Leslie Burton, I denounce you as an imposbecome of the real Wilbur Whitting?-granting tor!" she cried.
that my suspicion was correct. Undoubtedly he
Then she entered the room, and I followed her.
was the victim of foul play. It might be that p.e
"Blame you!" gritted, the foiled villain, and he
' had met hi& death. That very day I arrested felt for a pistol. Quick as . a flash I "covered'.'
Bolter: I had proof enough of his complicity in a him, and at a signal from me one of my assistants
daring robbery recently . committed to send him darted into the room, and handcuffed him. At the
"up the river" for ten years. I meant to use him same moment there came a surprise for me. A
to help ferret out the mystery of Wilbur Whit- young man, so like Burton that you could hardly:
ting. Alone with the burglar in his cell, I said:
tell the difference between them, rushed into the
"If you will help me in a certain matter, I'll room.
fix it so you can turn State's evidence and get
"I am Wilbur Whitting!" he cried.
clear."
Mildred sprang into his arms. The real Wilbur
had come at last. He told how !le had made the
"Done," said Bolter.
acquaintance of Burton in Italy, where he had
"You know a woman called Katholina?"
soon after been kidnapped by brigands, as he now
"I do."
believed at Burton's instigation.
"Describe her to me?"
.
He did so.
"Now, tell me who this woman really is?"
THE JAPANESE INVASION.
Bolted hesitated. .
The frequently and foolishly talked of possibilinformant?"
your
as
"You won't give me away
ity of Japanese raids on our. Jacific co~ is
"No I will not."
nothing less than silly. For invasion, a ·vast fleet
of
"V e~y well; the woman i& really the wife
of transports must be ready. No country mainWilbur Whitting."
tains transports for such service; liners and comThis was all Bolter could tell me. I left him, mercial ships must be withdrawn and converted
and for three weeks myself and twelve other de- for transport use. Such withdrawal would be
tectives were constantly on the lookout , for a known immediately the world over, and the length
woman aa;wering Bolter's· description of Whit- of time necessary in getting the transports ready
ting's wife. It was the day before the night set for for service would give ample time to prevent any
Mildred's marriage, when 11,t last I met the wom- threatened invasion. Moreover, should troops by
lln I had searched for so long face to face on any chance be landed, the enormous preponderBroadway. I was sure of her identity the moment ance of our fleet would cut the line of communiI saw her., but to make assurance doubly sure I . cations with Japan. It is an established principle
that no nation will trust its troops at sea until
addressed her.
"Katholina," l said. She turned quickly and the control of the sea has been established.
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CURRENT NEWS
FIND SKULL OF SWEDE ABOUT 9,000 YEARS · so soft that it cannot be used in that form in making gold coins or in making jewelry. Other sub- ·
I
OLD
•
The skull of the oldest Scandinavian has been stances, generally copper, are added to it to make
unearthed at Ro, in the Swedish province of Bo- the gold coins and jewelry hard. Sometimes 1;ilhusl_a n. According to Dr. H. Hagg of the Stock- ver is also added to the gold with copper. The
holm Rigs museum and Professor C. M. Furst, it gold coins of the United States are made of nine
is the only known human skull of the Ancylus parts of gold to one of copper. The coins of
period, 9,000 years ago, when the Baltic was a France are the same, while the coins of England
cC1pfresh water lake, and Southern Sweden, with the are made of eleven parts of gold to one ofcases
Danish Islands, were joined up with continental per. The gpld used for jewelry and watch fine.
Europe. Dr. K. · Jessen, Danish geologist, has varies from eight or nine to eighteen carats
Anot_her rea~on. why gol~ is called a precious
confirmed the theory that the skull probably beto dissolve it. .
longs to one of the oldest •inhabitants of north- metal 1s that 1t is very difficult
will dissolve gold, and
ern Europe. Ancylus is the Latin name of a None of the acids alone mixed
together will \ do
small crustacean which roamed the shores· of the only two of them whel\
so. There a1·e nitric acid and hydrochloric acid.
Baltic Lake in those remote times.
When ~he e two acids are _mixed and gold put into
the mixture the gold will ::lisappear.-Boo k of
·
BIRDS INVADE VILLAGE
Wonder.~.
I
Wild pheasants are walking the streets of
Princeton Village, Mass.; the canny crow has disSNAKE POISON.
carded his wariness and is haunting the farm
It is said that about half a drop of Indian
yards, and partridges and other shy birds are
cobra venom is sufficient to kill a man. That
leaving their wild homes in search of food.
cobra would be able 'to
One of the rarest and shyest of all American means that a full sized
at -a single full and complete
birds, the giant pileated woodpecker-bla ck ex- e~ect eno~gh venomtwenty
persons. The Indian
cepting for its scarlet topnot-was seen boring bite to . kill about
many as twenty drops and there
a great hole in a highly prized pine tree at the cobra yields as
i'! of rec_ord one specimen that gave ~s many as
summer cottage of former Representative Charles twenty-eight
drops.
·
G. Washburn.
· In experiments with the venom of the cobra
Through the Audubon Soci ety an appeal has
found that
been made u, people in suburbs to feed these of the Cape in Africa, it was
one dFOP diluted in a little water and injected into
atar'ving birds.
the tissues of the leg of a large monkey killed it
in haif an hour's time. A fraction of a drop wai.
STORY OF EVE AND SERPENT IS TRUE, &uffic1ent to kill a rat within an hour. Judging
SYNOD DECLARES
from t_he, effect of cobravenom on the higher aniThe chapter of Genesis referring to Adam and mals, it is held that one full drop is a fatid dose
Eve, the serpent and the tree of knowledge must for a strong, healthy man.
The deadly power of snake poison has been
be interpreted literally, says the report of the
commission of the General Synod of the Dutch shown in some curjous ways. Of these perhaps
Re.formed Church, which has been t1·ying the Rev. none is morn exti·aordinary than that of the
J. H. Geelkerken for heresy. The report stipulates Chinaman who, while gathering grapes in the
that the clergyman, to retain his status with the vineyard of a Califoi·nian, was bitten by a rattler.
The unfortunate man was immediately giveit
synod, must sign an undertaking accepting this
the usual remedies, and as an additional measure
conclusion.
Some time ago Dr. Geelkerken preached a sei:- his injured arm was placed in a ·bath filled with
that
mon which the synod believed cast doubt on the stron~ i:iative bra!1df, t~e expectation being from
Genesi~ story of Eve and the -serpent. He was the sp1nt would aid m dissolving the poison
brought to trial late in January to answer charges the wound. Nevertheless, in a short time the
of heresy. Twelve professors of theology and man died.
The point of the incident lies in the fact that
fifty elders assembled to judge .he case.
Some German churches sent delegates to watch the employer, wishing to make sure that the
the trial, it being regarded as vital for the future Chin~man kep~ his arm. well soaked in the liquid,
of the Calvinistic faith, for which, the opponents held 1t down m the brandy with his own hand.
He ":'as ~ot aware that there was any scratch
of Dr. Gellkerken emphasized, thousands died in
upon his skm, yet he was poisoned and for a long
Holland's seventy yea1·s' wa1· with )Spain.
time was dreadfully ill._ He finally recovered, but
only atter much .suffermg. Only a tiny part of
PRECIOUS?
CALLED
WHY IS GOLD
the poison could have become dissolved by the four
Gold is called one of .the pr ecious metals be- gallons of brandy, yet it was apparently enough
tti.use -of its beautiful color, its lustre, and the
t o inoculate the owner tC1 a da ngero~ ex tent.
fact that it does not;, rust or tarnish when exposed
One authority on snakes has decla1·ed tha t t he
to the air. It is the most ductile ( can be stretched vr no_m of the rattler will affect even vPgetables.
out in the thinest 'wire ), and is also the.. p10st mal- Havmg moculated various varieties with a point
leable ( can be hammered out into the thinnest of a lancet, he _found ~hem the •next clay withered
sheet) . . It can be hammered into leaves so thin 3:nd d~ad, lookin g· a s 1f they had been struck by
that light will pass through them. Pure gold is hghtnn:i::(".

..
··•111:

FROM EVERYWHERE
ALARMED BY MICE.
.
Fire that destroyed a grocery ·store on the first
floor of a building at Dunbar, Scotland, drove upstairs hundreds of mice which awoke the oc<;upants of the top ~tory just in time for the~ to
escape with their lives.
.
TWO WEE.KS OF HICCOUGHS KILL
ST.AMFORD MAN
An attirck of hiccoughs that physicians could
not overcome l!eSUlte'd in the death of Charles J.
Kling, train dispatcher for the New Haven Railroad at th.e Grand Central Terminal. Mr. Kling
was a widower. He is survived by five children
ranging in age from seven to twenty-one years. ·
Mr. Kling had worked for the New Haven since
hii:i boyhood. He lived here at 39 Suburb~ Avenue.
,
Mr. Kling began hiccoughing several weeks'
ago. Efforts of physicians to stop his cough were
ineffe<,:tive. ·
FLAPPER HOSE BLAMED IN PNEUMONIA
DEATHS
Inadequate· ·heating and ventilating were
blamed by Dr. Harry Go1dman of the Department
of Health for 60 per cent. of the pneumonia
deaths in this city.
·
Doctor Goldman spoke to the Advisory Con).mittee of the Heating and Ventilating Exposition at
the exposition headquarters in the Hotel McAlpin.
He listed 2,450 deaths from pneumonia since the
- :first of the year.
·'
.
"Considering the recklessness of our presentday flappers, "it is surprising that there are as.
few deaths from pneumonia as there are. You
see them on the streets in slippers and gauze
stockings in the coldest weather, and they wonder why they have colds. They should at least
live in homes which have the even temperature
to combat the chill to which ,t hey have been exposed."
RUSSIA'S

CHILD VA GRANTS ORGANIZE
BANDITS' UNIONS
Following literally the Communist slogan,
"Workers of the World, unite!" groups of the
vagrant children who flood Russia have formed
themselves into l'ocal "trade unions" and "guilds."
In the Shidrinsk district of the Urals the street
• gamins have organized a "pickpocket trust," the
specialty of whjch is evident. In Ekaterinburg
groups of homeless. boys who have specialized in
petty larcentes have organized the "Young
Bandits' Union."
·
' The town of Briansk, capital of the province of
that name, has been divided by the . mendicant
children into wards, each ward •being governed
by a commission of five "juvenile directo11s," and
no member is allowed to trespass in the ward of
another. Among _tlie "unions" e~tablished by
parentless .children in Moscow ',the, strangest is
-!"the "Amalgam_ated Brotherhood of Young Pigeon
,'l'hieves." ·Only those who ·have shown 'SJ>ecial

'.

aptitude in stealing 1:>irds and ·reselling them aN
eligible for membership._
· .. ,
'

.

· ·1

~

MAN BURNED TO DEATH IN CAVERN ,
DISTILLERY
, , ,.
In a' cave near Athens, 0., reached by a fiftyfoot passageway 14 inches high Prohibition officers found the charred body of Frank Lenigar,
twenty-six, and the unconscious form of ,his
brother, Amos, twenty-three. :
People living in the vicinity had reported "ther&
was something queer" in the cave. · The dead man
apparently had been overcome by fumes from a
gasoline stove used to operate a still, then burned
in an explosion of the stove, ·
·
The cave was elaborately fitted up for making
liquor. Six barrels of mash were found. Every-:
thing bulky, the o!fi.ce~s said, must have-' b_E;elt
knQCked down, carried mto the chamber and-- as:-'
sembled the.re.
RARE TUSCUMBIA (ALA.) STAMP
BRINGS ~520.
The philatelic. collection of ,Edward 1C Warren, a private collector of New York, -brought
$10,397.85 at its sale recently. · :
,·
A very rare. Tuscumbia, . Ala., ·· 1858, ·: 3-cent
stamp, dull red on buff, went to Stanley Gibbons
for $520. This was· the day's~highe13t' pri.ce. Mr.
Gibbons .''also paid $135 for an official $5 stamp
of the State Department, green and black, unused, and $100 for •a semi-official issue, 1851-58
Charleston, S. C. (2-cent) on bluish (1858) on
part of ·11-cent envelope, pen cancellation.
The E.conomist Stamp Company paid . $2}0 for
a similar issue, Kingsman's (1832) light .pencil
cancellation. The company also 1>aid $130· for a
St. Louis, 1846, 10-cent, · black on gi,ay-lilac paper
( 24) , canceled with red postmark, and· -$105. each
for Confederate States provisional issues, Macon,
Ga., 5-cent, yellow (79), on original envelope, and
also for a Memphis, Tenn., 5-cent, red on orange
(93), entire envelope, from the Seybold collection.
·
.
W. C. Hawkins paid $210 for a semi ~cial issue, 1849-50, Philadelphia, 1-cent, on blue glazed
paper, on original cover addressed to New York,
once owned by John F. Seybo1d. Eug-ene Klein
paid $130 for a semi-official . issue, 1851-58,
Charleston, S. C. (2-cent), on bluish (1828); pen.canceled on original cover with 3-cent (185l).
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INTERESTING ARTICLES

AMERICA'S ACTIVE VOLCANO.
The only active volcano in the United States is
Las::;en Peak, in the Lassen Volcanic National
Park, California. Although its last eruption occurred on Ma"y 22, 1915, steaming mud pots may
be observed in its crater.
LIGHT ALARM.
A new thing in burglar · alarms consists of an
apparatus which is sensitive to any form of light.
If the intruder should carry a flashlight or lantern or switch on the light in the room, the apparatus is placed, an alarm will ring at once.
NINE-YEAR -OLD ROUTS ALL SPELLING
TEST LISTS
.
Joseph Abraham, nine-year-old Syrian boy,
whose parents labor in a packing plant at Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, is regarded by Donald Durrell;
psychologist of the University of Iowa, who conducted a mental test on him, as a wonder as '.l

speller. This lad is not only the champion spelle;
of his school but he spells better than the average
adult with higher education, according to the
psychologist, and is able to spell down many college students.
He has spelled every word in the Ayres scale
test of 1,000 words, the test of the, Russell Sage
Foundation, the Packer, Horn and Thorndike lists
prepared by the University of Iowa, and the
hardest words in the dictionary.
One of the problems which mystified the
psychologist was the mental processes which the
boy seems to employ in his spelling. He does not
study the lists, merely reading them over, and
the tests do not show that he uses the visual .
imagery so common with others. In general
mental rating the boy is regarded as "superior,"
though not in any sense a "prodigy."
He reads books beyond his years and recently
read a book. of Russian Tales of 323 pages in
three days.
•
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Boss of Gimlet Gulch
and the Choctaw Chief; or, Arletta Defylne
the Redskins.
Defying an Ambush; or, Arletta Leading the
Cavalry.
No. ·1. NAPOLEA.N'8 ORACULUJK AND DREAa
Saved Bv a Signal: or, Arletta and the VanishBOOK.-Contalning the great oracle o! human destiny,
Ing Light.
also the true m eaning of almost any kind of dream•
Double Suhffle: or. The Celebration at Ducktogether with charms, ceremonies and curious games or
horn Ranch.
cards.
·
Capturing a Chlf'f: or, Arletta As a Cavalry
No. !. HOW TO DO TRICKs •..:..The great book or
Scout.
magic and card tricks, containing full instructions oa
and the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders of th'e
all leading card tricks of the day, also the moat popular
Gor,:e
·magical illusions as performed by our leading ma•
Trapped In a Canyon: or, Arletta'& ~wing For
glcians; every boy should obtain a copy of this boolt.
Life.
No. 8. HOW TO FLTRT.-The arts and wiles of
At A Red~kln Pow-Wow: or, Doomed To Dl•
flirtation are fully explained by this little book. BeAt ThP :-:ltnk<'
sides the various methods of handkerchief, fan, g!o'"'nn/1 the Doomed Mine; or, Arletta's Life at
parasol. window and hat flirtation, it contain& a full HIit
Stake.
Qf the lan·guage and sentiment of flowers.
•
R acing J!'or a Ranch; or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
No. 8. , HOW TO BECOME A 8CIJ!lNTl8T.-A ulM!flll
MarkP<I B,- Mexicans; or, Arletta and the Senor.
and ins tructive book, giving a complete treatl• e 11nd the "~Uve·r Kid," or, The Dandy of the
chemistry ; also experiments in acoustics, mechanic-.
Gulch.
mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making fl.reworks. colored fires, nnd .gas balloons.
nod the Yellow Bull; or, Arletta's Daring E11No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-B:,
cape.
Harry Kennedy. Every Intelligent bo:,: reading tilt•
Surrounded R:,- Deft th; or, The Seven Sticks· of
boQk
of instructions can master the art, and create aa:,
Dynamite.
amount of fun tor himself and friends.
St.nklng A Claim: or. Arletta On Guard.
No.
10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made
GrPn sPr Chnse: or. The Outlaws of the Border.
easy. Containing over thirty lllustrations of gnardll,
Swinging a LaTint; or, Arletta and the Wlld
blows,
and the different positions of a good boxer.
Horses.
.
Every hoy should obtain one of thel!e useful and haBoomlr>A" a Camp: or, The Shot that Opened a
structlve
books, as It wlll teach you how to box witlaGold )l[lne.
.
out an Instructor.
and the "Bu\ited" Mining Camp; or Arletta
No.
Jl.
HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET'l'ER8.-A moat
aS Rn A11C'tion~r.
complete little 1¥lok, containing full directions for writOusting the Outlaws; or. The Clean Up At
ing
lQ\"e-letters,
and when to use them, giving specimFancy Flat.
letters fo •oung and old.
·
and the TrPnsure of the Lake; or, Hop Wab's
No.
18.
HOW
TO DO l'1'; OR, BOOK OF' ETIMagic Trick.
.
QUETTE.-lt
is
a
great
life
secret.
and
one that eve~
Bossing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
young man desires to know all about. There's happiBy Rustler .
ness
l.n
it.
·
TrappJn,: the Redskins; or, The Last Raid of
No. 15. HOW TO BECOME RJCH.-Thls wonderhll
Crazy Horse.
book presents you with the example and Ute experleu.·and the Cave Gang; or, Arjet-ta's Desperate
of
some of the most noted and wealthy men ln the
Shot.
world. For those who aspire to fame and fortune, thl•
Lost In the Rockies; or, The Luck a Grizzl y
book
wlll give yon the secret.
Rrougb,J:.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.!Elected R Chier: or. Arletta and the Pn-poose.
C'ontainlng full instructions !or constructing a window
nnd "St!ngPr Jack"; or, The Bluff 'l.'bat
garden either in town or country, and the most apWouldn't Work.
proved methods for ralsing"beautlful flowers at home.
and the Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta Arter Big
No. l'J. HOW TO · DRE88.-Containlng run instrucGame.
tion in the art or dress.Ing and appearing well at home
GiYing It Stral::: ht: or. The Worat Camp of All.
Gunning for Gunmen; or, Arietta and thP
and abroad, giving the selections o! colors, material.
and how to hnve them made up. Grea ser Ruffians.
Surround ed by Gold ; or, A Treasure Worth a
No. 18. How· TO BEOOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of
mllllon .
the brightest and most valuable llttle books ever glvea
B a ffling Death: or. Arletta and the Chasm.
to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to bea nd th e Reckif.s s R egulars; or. Saving a Comcome beautiful, both male and female.
na n ,· or Caval r ~-.
·
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Ever:,
" Ru sting" a Show; or, Arietta a n(! the Actr0 ss.
boy should know bow !nventlons originated. This book
Locatin g n L o de; or, The Orphans of Bowle
explains
them all. givmg examJ?les in electricity, hyHa r.
draulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics. etc.
a ,Hf th P Rronrho Boss: or. Catchin g a Crafty
No. so. HOW TO COOK;.-One o! the most lnstructi..-e
Ca t t leman.
books on cooking ever published. It contains recir.ea
At Six Spot Flat: or, The Joke Th a t Made a
tor cooking meats. fish\ game, and oysters; also p ea.
.Fortu nP.
puddings, cakes and al kinds of pastry, and a grand
Trapped by Greasers; or, Arietta and the
collection of recipes.
Secret Pnss11ge
No. 87. HOW TO KEEP -HOU8E.-lt contains inforGoYe rnm e nt Contract; or, Arietta nnd the Pon-y
mation for everybody, boysk girls, men and women; It
Express.
will
teach you how w ma e almost anything arom,a
Big B o nnel -Up; or, The Champion Roper of the
the hQuse, such as parlor ornaments, make almost anyB. B . Ranch.
•
thing
around the house, such as parlor ornament••
Tw!'lve Shots: or, Arietta and the Raiders.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird llme for
and th e Golde11 Image; or~ Lured to the Valley
catching birds.
of Death.
·
No. 88. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOOTOR.Balking a Raid: or, Arietta's Leap..tor Liberty.
A wonderful book, containing useful and practical inHunting in the Sierras; or, Arietta and the
formation In the treatment o! ordinary diseases ana
Cinuamon Bear.
ailments common to every family. Abounding In usetal
Su,· ing the Block-houseJ or, Arietta and the
and effective recipes for general complaints.
Alli es Aattack.
•No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND '!ET' TRAP8.~Incha4and the Redskin Traitor; or, The Siege in the
ing hints on how to catch mbles, weasels, otter, rat••
Isa n<l Rills.
•
· SQUlrrels and birds'. Also ,h ow to cure skins. Copioud#
Holding a Herd; or, Arletta's -Fiery Rnce
illustrated.

snle h)' all n.e.,·sclPaTers, or w!11 b~ sent to any ad•
· dress on receipt or prl~e. Sc. per copy, In money
or postage stamps by
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